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Executive summary and key recommendations
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection is the third most important collection in
Western Australia, surpassed only by the Western Australian Museum and Royal Western
Australian Historical Society collections.
The collection contains a number of individual objects that have significance at a state
level and some that have national significance. A great number of objects have high local
significance and are known to have been used in the area during the earliest years of
settlement.
However, taken as a whole, the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection has
significance at a national level.
Formed in 1962, the Swan Guildford Historical Society is dedicated to preserving the
history of the area and making it available for the education and enjoyment of visitors to
the region.
The collection is afforded greater significance by being situated within the former
Guildford Courthouse and Gaol on Meadow Street, which is considered to be one of the
most historically significant streets in Guildford and opposite Stirling Square, the historic
centre of Guildford.
Originally displayed in the Mechanics Institute in Meadow Street, the collection was
relocated to the Guildford Courthouse in 1988 with assistance from the Shire of Swan.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society has had a long working association with the Shire,
now City, of Swan. Indeed, the first two Presidents of the Historical Society were Shire of
Swan councillors.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society volunteers have managed the collection since the
inception of the Society. However, they have always strived to do this to the very best of
their ability and in 1985 they were greatly assisted by Stephen Anstey of the Western
Australian Museum in his job as a travelling curator. Stephen Anstey established the
accessioning and collection management system for the Swan Guildford Historical
Society and the volunteers have continued to use this system until quite recently. The
work of the consultants has been made much easier by the extensive and detailed record
keeping undertaken over a number of years by the Swan Guildford Historical Society carrying on the good advice and practices established by Stephen Anstey.
A significance assessment is the process of studying and understanding the meanings
and values of objects and collections. It is a process that helps clearly articulate these
values and meanings, enabling collection carers to make sound judgements and good
decisions about conserving, interpreting and managing their collections, now and into the
future and is the subject of this report.
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It has been a privilege for the consultants to work with such an outstanding collection of
objects and with the Swan Guildford Historical Society members, both past and present,
who have dedicated themselves to the proper care and preservation of such a significant
collection. Without them, the collection may not have retained the significant cultural and
heritage value that it has today.
The following recommendations are made to assist the Swan Guildford Historical Society
in the care of the collection into the future.
RECOMMENDATION 1:
That the Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection be retained and interpreted within
the Guildford Heritage Precinct.
RECOMMENDATION 2:
Seek National Library of Australia, or other, grant funding for a Preservation Survey of the
collection to be conducted to assess and make recommendations on the preventative
conservation requirements of the moveable heritage collection.
RECOMMENDATION 3:
Review, amend if necessary, and adopt the Swan Guildford Historical Society Collection
Policy.
RECOMMENDATION 4:
That the two restricted items be deaccessioned and transferred to either the Berndt
Museum of Anthropology at the University of Western Australia or the Western Australian
Museum to hold the objects and act as their custodian until they can be returned to an
appropriate community at an appropriate time.
RECOMMENDATION 5:
The high significance of the collection would be enhanced through the employment of a
trained and experienced curator. A curator should be employed to refine collection
management and curatorial systems, apply for grant funding, implement the
Interpretation Plan and provide on-going assistance and training to the volunteer
curatorial team.
RECOMMENDATION: 6 The Swan Guildford Historical Society should concentrate efforts
on strengthening this part of the collection through actively seeking out donations of
objects that will add depth to the interpretation of migrant families and their contribution
to the development of the Swan Valley.
RECOMMENDATION 7:
The Swan Guildford Historical Society should explore the potential for mutual crosspromotional activity with the eastern region heritage bodies through joint marketing and
telling the story of the wider region using Guildford as the hub.
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RECOMMENDATION 8:
Deaccession and dispose of the six items identified as rocks and not Aboriginal
grindstones.
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Part 1
1. Introduction – Background to this report
Formed in 1962, the Swan Guildford Historical Society is dedicated to preserving the
history of the area and making it available for the education and enjoyment of visitors to
the region.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society are custodians of a collection of artefacts,
photographs, costumes and textiles, documents, tools and machinery that are
representative of the history of Guildford and the Swan Valley.
Past and present members of the Swan Guildford Historical Society are direct
descendents of the first settlers in the district. Their donations and information has
resulted in most of the items in the collection having local significance and many having
State significance. Some have national significance.
At present, a small proportion of the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection is on
exhibition to the community and visitors in the Swan Valley Visitor Centre, now located in
historic Guildford Courthouse. There are further items of the collection on display within
the Guildford Gaol, Taylor‘s Cottage and Hamersley House as well as the grounds of the
Guildford Heritage Precinct.
The Swan Valley Visitor Centre is open to the public seven days a week however the Swan
Guildford Historical Society volunteers manage the Guildford Gaol and Taylor‘s Cottage.
Both buildings are currently opened to the public for five hours three days every week.
The volunteers also manage the collection and have done so since the inception of the
Historical Society. The Swan Guildford Historical Society were greatly assisted by
Stephen Anstey of the Western Australian Museum in 1985 in his job as a travelling
curator. Stephen Anstey established the accessioning and collection management
system for the Swan Guildford Historical Society and the volunteers have continued to
use this system until quite recently. The Historical Society has recently adopted the
Mosaic database system and all records are gradually being transferred to this system.
While all of the items in the collection have been catalogued there has never been any
formal assessment of their significance.
The aim of the project is to undertake a significance assessment of the Swan Guildford
Historical Society‘s collection with the aim of enhancing awareness of the cultural and
historical value of this collection to enable the Swan Guildford Historical Society to
continue to preserve, research, enhance and gain support for this most significant
collection.
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2. A brief history of Guildford and the Swan Valley
Captain James Stirling first sighted the Swan Valley in 1827 while searching for fresh
spring water to replenish his ship‘s supply. The rich alluvial soil he saw from Success Hill,
where he found water, convinced him that this strange new land would be suitable for a
settlement. It was on this same expedition that Stirling and members of his crew
encountered a group of Noongar people. Initial contact was cordial and friendly. Stirling‘s
philosophy was ‗neither to seek nor avoid an interview‘. He did not wish to provoke either
fear or aggression from these, the traditional owners of the land. When the boats did pull
onto the bank of the river, the Aborigines gathered around eager to exchange spears and
woomeras for articles of clothing and swans, which Stirling‘s crew had shot.1
Success Hill, where Stirling found fresh water, is an ancient camping place of the
Noongar people. The Wagyl, a giant snake-like Dreaming being, lives close by in an
underwater cave where Bennet Brook meets the Swan River. Derbal Yaragan is the
name given to the Swan River by the Noongar people, who believe that the river is the
creator of life and that it was formed by the Wagyl, There are many sites along the Swan
River that have important spiritual significance for Noongar people and none more so
than the confluence of the Swan and Bennett Brook. This is considered to be the
resting place of the Wagyl. The Swan Valley was, and remains, a very important place
for Noongar people. It contains abundant food and water as well as important historical
and cultural sites.
When the Swan River Colony was established in 1829, the fertile land of the Swan Valley
was the first to be surveyed and allocated in a series of ‗ribbon grants‘. These long thin
grants, each with a small river frontage, were designed to ensure that all of the settlers
gained access to the river and to the more fertile soils. Stirling was so convinced of the
fertility and potential of the Swan Valley that he claimed 4000 acres (1620 hectares) for
himself and named the estate Woodbridge.
Land grants came with conditions. Land had to be improved by at least one quarter within
three years of the date of assignment, or else a fine of sixpence per acre was levied.
Land not improved to the satisfaction of the Government within ten years would revert to
the Crown.
Land was granted at a rate of forty acres for every three pounds invested in ‗public or
private objects‘ in the new colony. The cost of passages of labouring people to the colony
from England was considered as investment and two hundred acres was granted for
every labouring person brought to the colony.

1

Green, N., ‘Aborigines and White Settlers’ in Stannage, C.T. (ed.), A New History of Western Australia

(University of Western Australia Press, Perth, 1981) p.77
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The early settlers of the Swan district were mostly members of the British middle and
upper classes or retired army and navy officers. Their lack of agricultural knowledge,
scant food supplies, and a lack of cash made the early years of settlement very difficult.
Many settlers had brought labourers with them but they were too few; lacked farming
experience and were often dismissed for ‗idleness and disobedience‘. It was common for
gentry settlers and their families to do just as much manual labour as their servants and
it was considered that a gentleman who refused to work with his hands made a very
unsuitable settler.
Despite shortages and trials, the settlers managed to remain in positive spirits by
maintaining strong social networks. The ribbon grants meant that settler houses were
located close together enabling the gentry and their servants to visit and mingle.
Informal music evenings were common and sporting activities also popular. A cricket club
was established in 1839 and matches against clubs in Perth and York were played.
Horse racing was another popular pastime.
The colony‘s Agricultural Society, formed in 1833, reported proudly in 1837 ―the colony
has raised sufficient food for its own consumption in the 8th year from its establishment,
which, we say, is without precedent in the British Colonies.‖
But if life for the settlers was difficult, it was even more arduous for the Noongar. The
arrival of the colonists, who fenced the land, cleared the bushland and introduced crops
and grazing animals disrupted the Noongar peoples‘ traditional way of life. They were
forced from their land and denied access to food sources and places of spiritual
significance. The Noongar responded by spearing settlers, raiding stock and burning
homesteads.
By 1851 they had come completely under British law. They could not light fires on their
tribal lands in summer and were prohibited from carrying arms or appearing naked in
settlements. Laws forbidding the removal of Noongar girls from schools or the houses of
settlers interfered with traditional marriage arrangements. Noongar men were often
imprisoned for carrying out acts that were rightful actions under their traditional law but
offences under British law. Punishments included floggings, being sentenced to work on
the road gangs or imprisonment for long periods of time.
When the Assistant Surveyor General, Mr H. C. Sutherland, surveyed the town of
Guildford in 1829, its layout was based on that of a neat English village with a central
square within which stood a church. The square was bounded by streets that were each
lined, in an orderly fashion, by buildings grouped together by function.
In Guildford, Stirling Square occupies this central place with St Matthew‘s Church in the
middle. Surrounding Stirling Square are administration buildings such as the courthouse,
Gaol and commissariat on Meadow Street. Shops and hotels are located on James
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Street while the large houses and country retreats of well-to-do settlers line Swan Street
adjacent to the river.
Many of the senior administrators and army officers held land grants in the Swan Valley
and the area was used as a summer retreat, a place to come and relax and escape the
worries of life in the busy commercial centre of Perth.
The Swan Valley was a very fashionable place and catered to the relatively wealthy
gentlemen officers and farmers and their families. Newspapers and magazines from
England bearing the latest news in fashion were much coveted and awaited eagerly in the
colony. The settlers diligently copied European fashions and style.
Under an Act published in 1838, residents of towns in the Swan River colony were
empowered to establish Town Trusts administered by a committee elected from among
owners of allotments within the town.
At this time Guildford was the meeting point of all the roads from the inland settlements.
It was also a busy river port to which teamsters carted down loads of farming produce
from the interior and back loaded with stores for the settlers. Both goods and people
stopped here on their way to and from the agricultural centres of York and Toodyay and
the town of Perth or the port of Fremantle.
Shops and other service industries quickly opened in Guildford. Disputes were common
in the early settlement. Although frequently between masters and servants, the range of
disagreements between settlers grew with the colony. The presence of three public
houses including the Rose and Crown Inn in Swan Street increased the occurrence of
drunken behaviour. This led to large numbers of prisoners awaiting trial in the Swan
District.
To deal with the vast distances between settlements, Governor James Stirling appointed
Resident Magistrates to each district. They were paid £100 per annum to carry out the
work of all branches of government in the district under their control as well as maintain
law and order; register births, marriages and deaths; control and protect the Aborigines;
care for public buildings and works; and supervise all other government officers in the
district.
The Swan Residency (or Resident Magistrate‘s district) was established in 1838. By 1855
the district stretched from south of Guildford to north of New Norcia and included the
townsites of Gingin and Bindoon.
The Resident Magistrate in Swan originally rented a room at Woodbridge House for
courthouse purposes. However there was no suitable building in Guildford to contain
prisoners who were awaiting trial in the Swan District. In September 1840, the
Government Resident Magistrate of the Swan wrote to the Governor as follows:
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… I have, therefore, to request with the concurrence of my brother Magistrates of the
District that His Excellency will be pleased to sanction the erection of a small building
with two cells, the one for White the other for the Native prisoners, together with a
pair of stocks in Guildford.
In response to this request a gaol was constructed in 1841, consisting of two cells, a
constable‘s room and stocks. Remnants of this structure can still be found in the Old
Convict Goal in the Guildford Heritage Precinct. Following the construction of the gaol,
sessions of the Guildford court were conducted in the two justice rooms of the gaol from
1841 to 1866.
Initially the colonists were proud that the Swan River colony was a free settlement and
did not have any convicts. But it soon became apparent that the colonists did not have
the skills required to work the land. Their lack of experience was compounded by other
problems including a lack of food, labour and money. After much debate it was decided
to introduce convicts into the new colony.
During the 1850s the convict population contributed to the Colony by working on road
construction and other public works. They constructed a number of bridges including the
first bridge over the Swan River at Guildford, at the site of the public wharf in Meadow
Street and parts of the York and Toodyay Roads. The colony benefited from both the
convicts‘ labour and the money the British Government sent to maintain them in the
colony.
A convict depot was established at Guildford in 1851, under the leadership of Lieutenant
Edmund DuCane. Various buildings were constructed to the south of the gaol in Meadow
Street to house convicts. The Commissariat Store and Quarters were constructed in
1854 and is the only convict depot building remaining. Since 1933 it has been the home
of the Garrick Theatre Club.
Guildford was revived when the transportation of convicts to the Swan River Colony
began in 1850. Foreseeing opportunities in the expanding colony, many entrepreneurial
merchants took up land and established businesses in the town. These traders acted as
forwarding and shipping agents for the Colony‘s exports and also for the importation of
most of the goods used by the settlers. Evidence of their labours still exist today,
including the Rose and Crown Inn (built by Thomas Jecks in 1840), Padbury‘s Store (built
by Walter Padbury in 1870), Barker‘s Store (built by Samuel Barker in 1854) and
Moulton‘s Cottage (built by Abraham Moulton in 1842).
In 1865 the British Government announced that it would cease transporting convicts to
Western Australia in 1867. In order to make the most of the convict labour in the time
remaining, Governor Hampton determined he would make full use of convict labour for
the remaining time and proceeded with a public building program that resulted in the
construction of the Courthouse and extension of the Gaol in Guildford.
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In 1866 work commenced on the construction of a new courthouse for Guildford
designed by government architect Richard Roach Jewell and additions to the original
gaol. Both convict labour and private contractors were used in the construction. It was
completed in 1867 and a ball for 200 guests was held to celebrate the opening.
Resident Magistrate Dr Viveash and Dr Waylen the Chairman of the Town Trust hosted
the ball. The Guildford Courthouse was used as a courthouse and subsequently a police
station until 1969.
Until the 1880s Guildford was a thriving river port town. The road between Guildford and
Perth was sandy and slow going, so produce was transported by water. Building
materials, clothes, general stores, farming equipment, household goods and other items
were ferried from Perth to Guildford for transport to agricultural areas. On the return trip,
barges carried wheat, wool, bricks, timber, hay, sandalwood and other rural produce to
the port at Fremantle.
In 1879 the building of a railway to service the Swan Valley, and further agricultural
regions, began. The coming of the railway changed the region. Raw materials from the
Swan Valley and Darling Ranges were taken to build and run the railway. Land was
commandeered for the line including a part of Stirling Square, which effectively separated
Guildford into two halves.
The Swan Valley is the oldest grapevine growing region in Western Australia. The first
vines arrived in 1829 and were brought by Thomas Waters, the vigneron and gardener at
Olive Farm. Between 1900 and 1920 the Swan Valley was Western Australia‘s main
grapevine growing district. The grapes were mainly grown for eating or dried to make
sultanas, raisins and currants. Some were used to make sweet and fortified wines like
port and sherry.
A small number of Italian immigrants came to the Swan Valley from 1900 but it was the
1920s when the area‘s population increased enormously. This was due to an influx of
Italian and Yugoslav migrants from the Western Australian goldfields where anti Italian
and Yugoslav sentiment had boiled over into race riots in 1919.
In the Swan Valley they found work in the established vineyards. Many of the immigrants
had skills in grape growing and wine production brought with them from their homelands.
Between 1900 and about 1919 almost all of the old original estates were subdivided.
The properties most affected were ‗Pyrton‘, ‗Caversham‘, ‗Sandalford‘, ‗Priory Park‘, ‗St
Leonards‘, ‗Herne Hill‘, ‗Millendon‘, and ‗Baskerville‘. The new sub-divisions contained
lots of various sizes but most were between 20 and 40 acres.
Returned servicemen also contributed to the population expansion in the Swan Valley.
After World War I they were given land in the area under the soldier settlement scheme.
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They, too, established vineyards and while some flourished others failed as the exsoldiers were inexperienced or unable, due to war injuries, to work the land. Many
abandoned their blocks.
The Italian and Yugoslave families gradually bought up these abandoned properties and
bush blocks, working together to clear, cultivate and plant their new land with grape
vines. Women and children tended the new vines and the men worked at other jobs until
the vines became productive. The Yugoslav families forged a strong community and
retained their traditions and culture for many years.
It was not until the late 1940s that the vineyards of the Swan Valley became known for
their table wines. Two of the State‘s largest and oldest vineyards are still located in the
Swan Valley, and there are also many other smaller family-owned wineries.
After World War II the State‘s population increased sharply bringing with it a period of
urban expansion that resulted in the growth of housing estates in the Swan Valley. In
1960 the Swan Roads Board and the Guildford Municipality merged to form the Shire of
Swan-Guildford. In 1970 the Shire amalgamated with the Town of Midland to form the
Shire of Swan, which became the City of Swan on 1 April 2000.
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3. History of the formation of the Swan Guildford Historical Society and
its collection
The Swan Guildford Historical Society are custodians of an exceptional collection of
objects, photographs, textiles and costumes that reflect the history of Guildford and the
Swan Valley.
Formed in 1962, the Swan Guildford Historical Society is dedicated to preserving the
history of the area and making it available for the education and enjoyment of visitors to
the region.
Originally displayed in the Mechanics Institute in Meadow Street, the collection was
relocated to the Guildford Courthouse in 1988 with assistance from the Shire of Swan.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society operated a museum in the Courthouse until 2002
when the Swan Valley and Eastern Region Visitor Centre was established.
Guildford is Perth‘s only town registered on the Australian Heritage Commission‘s
Register of the National Estate and the Swan Guildford Historical Society continues to
work with the City of Swan and the Swan Valley and Eastern Region Visitor Centre to
foster awareness of the crucial role played by Guildford and the Swan Valley in the
settling of Western Australia.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society was established largely due to the influence of Mrs
Judy Hamersley, granddaughter of Charles Harper who built Woodbridge House.
She describes in an interview, undertaken by the Waterways Commission and the J.S.
Battye Library Oral History Unit with her in 1995, how ―it became rather clear in the late
fifties and early sixties that the world had changed, the way we lived had changed so
dramatically ... There was a whole way of life of which we still had a lot of infrastructure,
and artefacts around were going to disappear in to the rubbish holes if we didn‘t try and
take some notice of it, and because of the Swan Valley being the earliest bit of land
settlement here and because quite a few of the properties have still got the original
1830s people attached to them, that we should try and do something about it‖.2
Judy Hamersley began talking to the old families and gained a lot of support. The first
objects acquired for the collection came from three cellars, including the Loton cellar at
Belvoir.3
The fledgling Historical Society then persuaded the Swan Shire to allow them to use the
Mechanic‘s Institute in Meadow Street for the beginning of a museum. The Swan

2

Mary Julia (Judy) Hamersley, interview by O’Hanlon, Gail for the Waterways Commission and the Library Board of

W.A., May/August 1995, LISWA Reference OH 2635/1, Tape 10 Side A, p.113.
3 ibid., p.114.
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Guildford Historical Society then ―launched‖ themselves with a celebration of the
centenary of the Mechanic‘s Institute including a concert with old time music and
dressed in period costumes.4
The Historical Society began to collect in earnest after that and leased the Old Gaol for
use as a storage facility. But then, as Judy Hamersley explained, ―So we ... found that all
our visitors wanted to see inside it. Gaols seem to have a horrible fascination for people
– not that it had been a very tough gaol or anything like that‖.5
The next building that the Historical Society acquired was the former police house (now
the Potters‘ Club premises). Then, as Judy Hamersley recalls, ―the courthouse was not
being used any more (only for very minor use) and we managed to finagle ourselves into
the courthouse, and when those last policemen left we got that other police house as a
storehouse, meeting house, everything‖.6 This house is the Swan Street premise that the
Swan Guildford Historical Society continues to utilise as their workspace and for
collection storage.
The Historical Society‘s next acquisition was Taylor‘s Cottage, a simple house that had
been built by a ticket-of-leave man almost a hundred years earlier and where, reputedly,
13 children had been raised. The Guildford Study Group offered the 1880‘s cottage to
the Historical Society and assisted them by disassembling and moving the house from its
site at 3 Meadow Street to its current site in the Guildford Heritage Precinct behind the
Courthouse and the Old Gaol, where they re-erected it. Although the cottage had lost
most of its roof shingles, it still retained most of the original hand-cut weatherboards and
the original four foundation posts. Judy Hamersley describes the cottage as having had
―an important impact because ... it isn‘t just the best house, furnished in the flashest
way, shows you history, it‘s how everyone started; and everyone but everyone in Western
Australia you might say started with a homemade house because there wasn‘t anything
else‖.7
Judy Hamersley credits several people with having a significant role in the establishment
and growth of the Swan Guildford Historical Society and the collection. These include two
former Shire of Swan councillors, Don Ferguson and Lew Jones who were the first two
presidents of the Swan Guildford Historical Society and Doug Tomlin, who worked for the
then Lands Department who had knowledge of and access to, records, maps and other
material that assisted the Historical Society with their research.8
The costume collection was cared for from the collection‘s formation until 1982 by two
women who Judy Hamersley refers to as ―Mrs Tomlin and her mate, Mrs Beckett, who

4

ibid.
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had been a professional dressmaker in London and had a deep, wide knowledge of
clothes and how to look after them‖.9 Another important professional person who looked
after the costume and textile collection was Geraldine Couninis.
Bob Hammond joined the Swan Guildford Historical Society in 1979 when the original
museum was housed in the Mechanics Institute Hall and the Old Gaol and the
courthouse was used for meetings. From 1988 when the Courthouse became the main
museum, the costume collection was also stored there.10
Judy Hamersley credits the Museum Association (now Museums Australia WA) and the
WA Museum with being extremely important to the growth and survival of the Swan
Guildford Historical Society Collection. She names Stephen Anstey as being of particular
assistance to the Society volunteers when he assisted them in 1985 in his job as a
travelling curator.11 Stephen Anstey established the accessioning and collection
management system for the Swan Guildford Historical Society12 and this system is still in
use although the Society is gradually transferring all of its collection records to their
recently acquired Mosaic database.
In May 2002 Nichol Business Development (NBD) was engaged to prepare an
Interpretation Plan for the Guildford Heritage Precinct. The project team included Jenny
Nichol and a team of advisors including Professor David Dolan from Curtin University‘s
Research Institute for Cultural Heritage. The project represented an exciting opportunity
for Guildford given that the results of the project would enable a funding programme to
be accessed through the Western Australian Tourism Commission.
In addition, following the recommendations of Tourism Consultant Jennifer Heron, the
City of Swan made the decision to locate the provision of visitor servicing within the
Precinct. The proposal prepared by Jennifer Heron recommended that visitor servicing be
co-located within the Courthouse. At the time, the Courthouse Museum was open to the
public from 2.00 – 5.00 pm on Sundays for nine months of the year.13

1

Mary Julia (Judy) Hamersley, interview by O’Hanlon, Gail for the Waterways Commission and the Library Board of

W.A., May/August 1995, LISWA Reference OH 2635/1, Tape 10 Side A, p.113.
2 ibid., p.114.
3ibid.
4 ibid.
5 ibid., p.115.
6 ibid.
7 ibid., p.117.
8 ibid.
10 Bob Hammond, interview with Paul Bridges, 4 June 2009.
11 Mary Julia (Judy) Hamersley, interview by O’Hanlon, Gail for the Waterways Commission and the Library Board of
W.A., May/August 1995, LISWA Reference OH 2635/1, Tape 10 Side B, p.119.
12 Stephen Anstey, personal communication with Paul Bridges, June 2009.
13 Nichol Business Development & Research Institute for Cultural Heritage Curtin University, Interpretation Plan
Guildford Heritage Precinct, 2002
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The proposal to relocate the Visitors‘ Centre to the Courthouse and co-locate it with
exhibitions from the Swan Guildford Historical Society Collection was not welcomed by
the members of the Historical Society and many members left the Society.14
In August 2002, Museum Consultant Lorraine Fitzpatrick and Designer James Cooper
became involved in developing the proposed new exhibitions to be co-located with the
new Visitor Centre and working with the Swan Guildford Historical Society to try to
ameliorate their anxieties about the new arrangement.
As a result of the need to renovate the interior of the Courthouse before the Visitor Centre
could occupy it, the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection was packed into boxes
and moved to two storage sites located in Guildford and Bassendean. Some boxes were
labelled at the time of vacating the Courthouse and the Swan Guildford Historical Society
volunteers listed the contents of boxes as best they could while the objects were being
sorted for display in the new Visitor Centre.15
Selected objects were then recovered from storage for use in stage 1 of the exhibition
installation, which was in the main body of the Courthouse, completed in March 2003. A
schedule of the objects borrowed was completed by Lorraine Fitzpatrick and given to the
Swan Guildford Historical Society for their records.
In 2004, exhibitions were curated and installed in the three small rooms of the
Courthouse. Objects were again recovered from storage for this purpose and a schedule
of the objects borrowed was completed and given to the Swan Guildford Historical
Society.
From 2005 the Swan Guildford Historical Society resorted to using the attic above the
Gaol for storage of some objects. The Swan Guildford Historical Society were not happy
with the unsatisfactory storage conditions of the collection and advocated for a purpose
built facility in which to store the collection on site. In 2008 the City of Swan financed the
building of a shed on a concrete pad as a storage facility for the collection.
Following completion of the shed, removalists returned the boxed and other objects that
had been stored off site. The Swan Guildford Historical Society volunteers unpacked the
boxes but were overwhelmed by the number of objects and the process became
disorganised. As a result, no reference was made to the original lists of what was in each
box. This was a very demoralising experience for the Swan Guildford Historical Society
volunteers.16 The volunteers continue to work on organising the artefact store and
checking that the location of all objects in the collection is known.

14
15

16

Bob Hammond, interview with Paul Bridges, 4 June 2009.
ibid.
ibid.
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4. History of the buildings
Statement of Significance from the Conservation Plan
Guildford Courthouse and Gaol (former) has cultural heritage significance for the
following reasons:
- the buildings are fine examples of colonial architecture largely built by convict
labour;
- the place forms an important part of the streetscape of Meadow Street;
- the place is aesthetically linked to a civic precinct which dates from the early
colonial period;
- the place is integral to an understanding of the early settlement and
development of Guildford; and,
- the buildings are closely associated with Richard Roach Jewell, the
- Colonial Clerk of Works
Heritage Listings
• Register of Heritage Places: Interim Entry 25/11/1994
• National Trust Classification: 21/03/1978
• Guildford Conservation Policy: 22/09/1992
• Register of National Estate: 21/03/1978

Courthouse and Gaol
The Guildford Gaol was constructed in three phases in 1841, 1855 and 1866 and the
Courthouse in 1866. These two buildings have significance to the people of Western
Australia because they are examples of public buildings dating from early decades of
colonial settlement in the State. These landmark buildings represent the history of law
and order in Guildford and the Swan District from 1841 to 1950's.
In 1841, the first government building was constructed consisting of two cells, a
constable‘s room and stocks. Remnants of this structure form the earliest section of the
Gaol. It had become apparent that there was no suitable building in Guildford to contain
prisoners who were awaiting trial in the Swan District. The majority were gaoled for
drunken behaviour directly due to the establishment of three public houses in Guildford.
In September 1840, the Government Resident Magistrate of the Swan wrote to the
Governor as follows:
… I have, therefore, to request with the concurrence of my brother Magistrates of the
District that His Excellency will be pleased to sanction the erection of a small building
with two cells, the one for White the other for the Native prisoners, together with a
pair of stocks in Guildford.
Originally the Resident Magistrate rented a room at Woodbridge for courthouse purposes.
From 1841 to 1866 sessions of the Guildford court were conducted in the two justice
rooms of the Gaol.
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In 1855 Lt Ducan made alterations to the original structure of the Gaol to improve the
internal layout and functionality.
Then in 1865 it was announced that transportation of convicts to Western Australia
would cease in 1867. Governor Hampton, determined to make full use of convict labour
for the remaining time, proceeded with a public building program in Guildford that
resulted in the construction of the Courthouse and extension of the Gaol. Also in 1865
the government excised a site on Meadow Street for the construction of the Mechanics
Institute, the first civic building constructed for the Guildford community.
Additions to the original gaol were added, including another set of cells with associated
Police Quarters on the west side. These were demolished in the 1920s but a shadow of
this structure is outlined in bricks in the ground of the car park.
Richard Roach Jewell, the government architect, designed the new courthouse for
Guildford. Constructed partly by convict labour and partly by private contractors, it was
completed in 1867 and opened with a lavish ball for 200 guests hosted by Resident
magistrate Dr Viveash and Dr Waylen, the chairman of the Town Trust.
In 1870, following the installation of a public clock on the Perth Town Hall, the Guildford
Town Trust acquired the turret clock which was previously located on the Perth public
offices and had it erected on top of the Guildford Courthouse. After the hurricane of 1872
the clock was moved from the ridge of the roof to a less exposed position over the
Courthouse entrance. The clock served as the town‘s public timepiece until (circa) 1900
when a clock tower was added to the Guildford Post Office.
The Guildford Courthouse played a prominent role in the development of both
representative and local government in Western Australia. In 1867 Governor Hampton
agreed to allow elections for six non-official members of the Legislative Council, and the
colony was divided into six electoral districts including the Swan District. The Swan
District election was held at the Guildford Courthouse on 3 December 1867 and W.L.
Brockman was elected as the local representative.
In 1868 local government was established in Western Australia. The first election of the
Swan Districts Roads Board Committee was held at the Guildford Courthouse on 21
September 1868.
The Guildford Courthouse was used as a courthouse and subsequently a police station
until 16 November 1969. The Returned Services League used the courtroom as a hall
during the 1930s. During World War II the Soldiers Entertainment Committee, as part of
the town‘s war commitment, used the building. Following the war the building was used
for a number of community purposes including meetings of the Red Cross, local and state
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elections and various other purposes. In 1981 the Guildford Courthouse and Gaol were
vested in the Shire of Swan for the purpose of Preservation of Historical Buildings.
The Courthouse is a Victorian Georgian style building. It is constructed of Flemish bond
brick walls with a steeply pitched roof of corrugated iron on a timber frame. The bricks
are hand-made, soft-coloured, and laid in the Flemish bond pattern with dark header
bricks and lighter coloured stretchers – a characteristic of much of Jewell‘s work. The
western and northern elevations are distinguished by the use of two-tone Flemish bond
brickwork. These two elevations show the strong symmetry of door and window
placement typical of Georgian architecture. The location of the magistrate‘s bench was
on the raised timber dais at the northern end of the courtroom.

Exercise yard
The space outside the Gaol where the two exercise yards existed is largely untouched.
The Gaol housed famous criminals including Moondyne Joe (who was caught at Houghton
Wine Cellars on the outskirts of the town).

Taylor‘s Cottage
Originally occupied by the Taylor family, this 1880 workman's home was relocated from
the southern end of Meadow Street (no 3 Meadow St) in 1983. It is reported that
thirteen children grew up there. The cottage represents life for the poorer people of the
district and while it is not authentic to the Precinct, its presence tells the stories of life for
the poorer classes.

Mechanic‘s Institute
This is a fine example of public/civic building dating from the early decades of colonial
settlement in WA. Designed by government architect, Richard Roach Jewell (as was the
Courthouse), it was established to provide education for the working men of the town and
has been used since its establishment for various forms of community entertainment or
education. It is representative of a typical community hall and the fact that it is still a
major part of community activities, today, demonstrates the role of the Institute in the
Guildford community.

Commissariat store and Quarters and DuCane‘s House
The year 1850 saw the introduction of convicts to the Swan River Colony resulting in the
construction of new roads and many government and civic buildings. The only extant
structure from the original Guildford convict depot that was established is the
Commissariat Store and Quarters. Second Lieutenant Edmund DuCane arrived in the
Swan River Colony in 1851 to design and supervise the construction of convict works in
the Swan and Avon districts. He built his double roofed house at 14 Meadow St in 1852
for his living and office quarters. The association of these buildings with the
transportation of convicts and with Lieutenant DuCane is relevant to the history of the
town. The Garrick Theatre Club has used the Store since 1934 when the fire brigade
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moved out. Prior to this, the building was used by the Guildford Volunteer Fire Brigade for
drills and training and during WWII it was used for air raid precautions for civil defence.

Guildford Post Office
A mail service existed in Guildford in 1835 operating from a shop on Swan Street. The
current Guildford Post Office building was constructed in 1900 on the site of the old
hospital and convict depot. The original tower was enlarged to accommodate the present
clock tower in 1901. The Post Office remains an important landmark, particularly
considering its position in relation to the Guildford Heritage Precinct and Stirling Square.

Moulton‘s Landing, Moulton‘s Cottage and Storehouse
Abraham Moulton was an early settler who acted as a merchant for the Colony before his
murder in 1846. Another merchant, Samuel Barker set up house in the premises soon
after and built a Storehouse on the opposite side of the road in 1854. Both Barker and
Moulton used the town wharf (also known as Moulton‘s landing) to transport agricultural
produce between Perth, Fremantle and the hinterland for which Guildford was the
gateway.

Stirling Square and surrounding architecture
The town-site of Guildford was planned around the church square, the exact centre of
Guildford. Its plan was typical of English town planning for the period i.e. based on the
principles of English country towns including a church located in the town square. This
design was indicative of the central role of the Church in community life. The square‘s
original layout is also significant because the civic buildings (of the precinct) are still in
existence and many of the residences of early settlers still exist, lining Swan Street. The
town is also planned on the isthmus between the Helena River and the Swan River,
where rich, alluvial soils presented good prospects for settlement.
Stirling Square was also a traditional meeting place for local Aboriginal groups and is still
used today by Aboriginal people travelling from places such as Kalgoorlie, Moora and
Northam.
The War Memorial and St Matthews Church have high historic, social and aesthetic
significance.
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5. Relationship between the museum buildings and the collection
The precinct within which the collection is stored, conserved and interpreted contributes
to the significance of the collection. The Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection is
well provenanced and reflects the development of the early Guildford settlement as a
port supporting the Swan Valley agricultural region, the development of the colony up to
Federation and the ongoing history of the Town of Guildford and the Swan Valley region.
The current location in the extant heritage buildings of the historic Guildford precinct is
important and contributes to interpreting the context of the collections meaning and
importance. This context centres the collection within the wider historical patterns and
themes and within the environment and physical locality enabling greater understanding
by the viewer. Already the various Guildford Heritage Walk Trails emanating from the
Heritage Precinct capitalise on this advantage.
The small Guildford settlement was centred on St Matthew‘s Church in Stirling Square
and designated as the focal area for the Town of Guildford. The original church was
constructed in 1836 and replaced by a new church in 1860. This was destroyed by a
hurricane in 1872 and the current and third St Matthew‘s Church was constructed in the
same year. While the introduction of the railway diminished the park boundary by half,
the Church and Square remain central and includes the memorial erected after World
War I. This significant memorial was upgraded with the addition of two World War II 25
pounder field guns reflecting the Guildford‘s long artillery traditions from 1913 when an
Artillery Battery occupied the South Guildford Military Reserve. To this day Gunner‘s Day
is commemorated each November with a parade followed by a service in St Matthew‘s
Church. The gardens and the stately Sugar Gum trees (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) are
significant and held in high regard by the both locals and visitors.
While some important historic features, such as the Convict Depot, have been lost most
of the important heritage buildings remain. Buildings significant to the collection and its
understanding include the Stirling Arms and the Rose and Crown hotels, still operating
and serving the public; the houses of Lt DuCane and Captain Meares and others
interpreted on the walk trails outside of those assessed in the Conservation Plan in the
former chapter. The small wash-house outbuilding has high interpretive value as these
once common structures have all but disappeared.
Resiting physical components, such as the courthouse witness box, to their original
location within buildings is important to appreciate the context within which they were
used. These authentic items form a tangible link to assist viewers to imagine life in
another age particularly when associated with a reproduced recording of an actual court
transcript.
The significance of a collection is diminished if it is removed from the location within
which its context reinforces its known provenance. It is important that the significance of
the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection is maintained by an ongoing association
within the Guildford Heritage Precinct.
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RECOMMENDATION:
That the Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection be retained and interpreted within
the Guildford Heritage Precinct.
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6. Significance
Significance as a concept
Significance defines the meaning and values of an object through research, analysis and
by assessing against a standard set of criteria.
The meaning of significance
Significance means the historic, aesthetic, scientific and social values that an object or
collection has for past, present and future generations.
What is significance assessment?
Significance assessment is the process of studying and understanding the meanings and
values of objects and collections.
It is a process that helps clearly articulate these values and meanings enabling collection
carers to make sound judgements and good decisions about conserving, interpreting and
managing their collections, now and into the future. It assesses the importance of objects
and collections and their meanings for communities.
The process
The significance assessment process involves three basic tasks
analysing the object or group of objects
understanding its history and context; and
identifying its value for communities
The process demonstrates why an object is considered sufficiently important to be in a
museum collection by defining its meaning and value and its significance in relation to
other objects. This involves considering significance against a standard set of
assessment criteria. These criteria have been established by the Heritage Collections
Council (HCC), a body established in Australia in 1996 by the national Cultural Ministers
Council. The HCC was tasked with establishing significance assessment criteria for
collections, coordination of a national conservation strategy for preventative conservation
and the development of Australian Museums On-Line (AMOL). AMOL has now become the
Collections Australia Network (CAN).
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7. Significance of a collection
7.1 Primary criteria
Four primary criteria apply when assessing significance:
historic
aesthetic
scientific, research or technical
social or spiritual

7.2 Comparative criteria
A further five comparative criteria evaluate the degree of significance. These are
modifiers of the primary criteria.
provenance
representativeness
rarity
condition, completeness or intactness and integrity
interpretive potential
It is not necessary for all criteria to apply to an object for it to be considered highly
significant. Not all items in museum collections are necessarily significant. A
significance assessment assists in determining the reasons for declining a
donation or deaccessioning an object.
The purpose of a significance assessment is to understand and describe how and
why an object is significant. It is accepted that the significance value of an object
may change over time.
The Collections Council of Australia
The Collections Council of Australia was established in late 2004, replacing the
former Heritage Collections Council, and is supported by the federal, state and
territory governments through the Cultural Ministers Council.
The Collections Council‘s charter focuses on the collections sector throughout
Australia, and includes archives, galleries, libraries and museums. The Council
aims to ensure the stability and the sustainability of the collections sector by
playing a leadership role in:
 developing long term strategies to address issues facing the collections
sector,
 developing a profile for the sector at a national and international level,
and
 implementing initiatives to address cross-sectoral issues.
The Council believes that the cultural collections of Australia represent the
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essence of the past, present and future memory of the country; they shape our
psyche; record our development, provide insight into our national spirit, and
inspire us for the future. The Council‘s vision is for all collections in Australia to be
universally accessible, clearly defined, actively connected to the communities
they represent, recognised for their significance, used collaboratively by collecting
organisations, and managed for sustainability. www.collectionscouncil.com.au
The Council‘s guide to assessing the significance of cultural heritage objects and
collections is available at http://www.collectionsaustralia.net/sector_info_item/5
Principles for Significance
In April 30 2008, a significance workshop in Canberra endorsed the idea of
articulating nine Principles for Significance. These relate to the key concepts
underpinning important aspects of significance practice and serve several
functions.
The Nine Principles for Significance
1. Manage items and collections to conserve their meaning and values.
2. Understand significance before making decisions about items and
collections.
3. Recognise important relationships between people, places and collections
4. Identify and consult people and communities who may have a particular
interest in items and collections.
5. Recognise and respect the relationship between Indigenous people and
collections.
6. Keep good records to preserve the significance of items and collections.
7. Foster research exploring the context and meanings of items and collections.
8. Consider that there may be different points of view about what makes an
item or collection significant.
9. Consider that significance may change over time and need reinvestigation.
Further information and advice on significance may be obtained from the
Western Australian Museum‘s Museum Assistance Program web page:
www.museum.wa.gov.au/services/map
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8. Thematic interpretation
In 2002 Nichol Business Development (NBD) was engaged to prepare an Interpretation
Plan for the Guildford Heritage Precinct. The project team included Jenny Nichol and a
team of advisors including Professor David Dolan from Curtin University‘s Research
Institute for Cultural Heritage. The themes proposed in this interpretation plan were used
to develop the first exhibitions for the Guildford Courthouse when it was converted into
the Swan Valley Visitor Centre.
In 2009, NBD was again commissioned to prepare a more wide reaching interpretation
plan for the entirety of the Guildford Heritage Precinct. The themes suggested in the
revised interpretation plan are listed below and form a sustainable framework around
which the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection can be exhibited to support the
interpretation of the history of the Swan Guildford area.
These themes are:
Survival, Safety and Settlement
Guildford and the Swan Valley represent a microcosm reflecting the achievements,
struggles and tragedies faced by early settlers, and by local Aboriginal people, in shaping
the state of Western Australia. This theme represents the lynch-pin from which the other
themes will derive. The stories of the past, whether tragedies or celebrations, have laid
the foundation for this important and thriving region.
Law and Order
The key theme within the Guildford Heritage Precinct relates to its role in providing law
and order in the fledgling community. The Courthouse and Gaol were created to provide
the European settlers with an element of security in an otherwise unfamiliar, insecure
environment. They played a role in the systems imposed to control the ‗riotous‘
behaviour of free settlers, as well as enabling the convicts to be introduced to the Colony,
ultimately ensuring its survival. The Noongar traditional owners of the area were also
influenced by the colonial laws
This theme will explore the role of the Guildford Heritage Precinct in creating this sense of
safety which then allowed the progression of development of new settlements including
the expansion into the eastern hinterland (leading to the beginnings of the Swan and
Avon Valleys as important agricultural areas). The theme will also incorporate the role of
the convicts in settlement of the region and the
Lifelines: River, Rail, Road
At the time of settlement road travel was extremely difficult due to the poor condition of
the sandy roads, causing a reliance on the river and the development of Guildford as a
thriving inland port. Guildford‘s position on the river allowed it to play an extremely
important role in opening up the inland. The Swan River was the main transport route out
of the Perth region, hence Guildford became the gateway to the hinterland.
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Guildford was planned as a market town to foster the transportation and exchange of
goods from the inland to the coastal areas. From Guildford new roads were built out to
the inland and Guildford played an important role in opening up agricultural areas. Later
the railway also presented new opportunities for Guildford.
With its role as a gateway, providing the lifelines for an establishing settlement, Guildford
became an important service town to surrounding agricultural areas. Both the labour
that worked on the farms and the goods needed by the farms were sourced from
Guildford. Hence Guildford was the home for labourers, skilled tradespeople, merchants
and other entrepreneurs. The stories of labour, skills and the lives of these people will
be told in the Mechanics Institute which has been an important building for the
community during its 150 year life.
Picture Perfect: Civilising the Colony in the Valley of Taste
The layout of Guildford was based on an English Country town design that featured a
central Church square bound by civic and residential buildings. This choice of style was a
direct attempt by the European settlers to help them feel at home in a strange land and
to civilise the uncivilised world of the Swan River Colony.
Today, Guildford still reflects this original styling and is the location of many fine
examples of early architecture. The collection of the Swan Guildford Historical Society
includes many items that reinforce Guildford‘s standing as a centre of taste. This
includes an extensive collection of clothing and textiles.
This theme explores the taste of the town and its people and demonstrates how settlers
fulfilled their desire for civilization through quality and style.
This theme is also an opportunity to explore relations between land owners and ruling
elite, convicts, ticket of leave and free working class settlers. Newspapers and early
documents can demonstrate the desires, tastes and preoccupations of the people of
Guildford and can be supported with items from the collection including clothing, kitchen
items, etc.
Holding it all together: Spirituality, Community and Environment
Guildford was designed around its church. It was also designed around soil made rich by
the two rivers that surround the town. This quality was recognised thousands of years
prior by the local Noongar people who appreciated the environmental and spiritual values
of the area. This theme will explore the contrast between Indigenous spiritual life, the
natural environment and the life of the European settlers.
The Gateway to a Diverse Region
The location of Guildford was a catalyst for opening up the region which became an
important agricultural area, spurning new industries. The opportunities of the region
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attracted settlers from a diverse range of cultural backgrounds. For example a large
number of Yugoslav immigrants came to Middle Swan in the 1920s and after World War
II many went on to establish vineyards in the region. The largest group of winemakers
today is of Yugoslav descent. The Yugoslav immigrants played a role in establishing
relations with Aboriginal people because they hired them as grape pickers in the 1930s
and 40s.
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9. Methodology
9.1 Location – buildings and collection housing
Collection storage locations
Collections stores are located at
Judy Hamersley House
Costume/textiles room
Photographs, archives & ephemera room
Working tools store (off vestibule)
Secure artefact store (off vestibule)
Plan cabinet (maps) in textiles workroom
Plan cabinet (plans) and Mosaic computer in front meeting/workroom
Records are kept in the rear vestibule area
Courthouse
Displayed items
Artefact Store
(insulated, steel framed and clad, on a concrete pad, lockable) constructed 2008
containing
Artefacts on shelving (grouped by category)
Collection furniture and non-collection display props
Visitor centre surplus display racks and materials
Gaol
Displayed items
Note: there is a Gaol attic store containing collection items
Taylor‘s cottage
Displayed items
Weatherboard wash-house and shed
(two bays, open east face, mesh doors, lockable)
A mixture of collection and non-collection large items
Grounds
Open face roofed area and surrounds contain large metal items
There is no off-site storage.
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9.2 Collection categories
Textile/costume collection
Books and documents collection
Maps
Photographs
Artefacts – various sub categories

9.3 Object files - collection records
Donor Forms and the accessioning process
Incoming donations are accepted on a Swan Guildford Historical Society
donor form introduced in 1985 (by Stephen Anstey). This captures the donor
details, provenance and transfers ownership.
Any committee member or active volunteer can accept donations and
complete the donor form. The curator or relevant keeper determines whether
to retain the item.
Previously acceptance and deaccessioning decisions were made by a
Museum Committee (now defunct) made up of the curator and keepers. Now
the Swan Guildford Historical Society committee makes these determinations
at its monthly meetings, which are held on the third Wednesday of each
month.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society general meetings are held on the
second Monday of each month and include a guest speaker.
Donor forms remain with the object until the keeper prepares the Swan
Guildford Historical Society Museum Data Sheet (of 1985 era), which is then
input into the Mosaic database, usually by another volunteer. The donor
forms are then stored in a lever arch file on the table in the vestibule. The
data sheets are then added to the data sheet files (17) in the bookcase in
the vestibule.
The generated (registration/catalogue/accession) number is then
attached/written on or, in most item cases, painted on using the nail varnish
method.
There is no formal storage hierarchy of building/room (zone), bay and shelf
number so items are stored at the discretion of the keeper in the relevant
store area.
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Collection Records
Museum Registers
Museum Registers are maintained that record the registration number and
details of the item. These consist of three green hard cover accountants‘
notebooks and are stored at a convenient and accessible off site location as
insurance against fire.
1
2
3
4

1985 – 1988 85.01 – 88.40
1988 – 2000 88.41 – 00.40
2000.41-63, 2001.1-41, 2002.1-57,
2004.1-19, 2005.1-9, 2006.1-16.
Current register

2003.1-14,

Donor forms
Some are in two files on the bottom shelf in the vestibule bookcase – the
current folder resides on the vestibule table.
As these are the legal transfer of ownership documents they should be in
secure storage.
Swan Guildford Historical Society Museum Data Sheets
These 17 files are in the top shelf of the bookcase in the house vestibule.
Data Sheet files
File No.
Contents
1
1985 1-90
2
1985 91-195
3
1986 1-111
4
1986 112-222
5
1986 223-321
6
1987 1-119
7
1988 1-88
1989 1-69
8
1990 1-49
1991 1-41
9
1992 1-44
1993 1-59
10
1994 1-51
11
1995 1-56
12
1996 1-25
1997 1-30
13
1998 1-13
1999 1-65
14
2000 1-63
15
2001 1-41
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16

17

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

1-57
1-15
1-19
1-9
1-31
1-50
1-11
1-5 ongoing

Card Index
An old records card index is located in a single drawer metal cabinet on the
bookshelf near the secure artefact store in the vestibule room. This contains
old index cards under the following headings
Classification cards
Aboriginal - 4, arms - 4, audio visual technology - 3, phonographs - 1, bells 1, books - 1, buildings - 2, cemeteries - 1, civic mementoes - 8, civil
engineering - 2, commerce - 6, communications - 2, costume - 0, costume
accessories - 0, documents - 4, domestic equipment - 10, food & drink
consumption - 73, food & drink preparation - 53, food storage & preservation
- 6, food technology - 5, electrical technology - 1, essential services - 1, flags 2, furniture - 13, office furniture - 1, gardening - 1, government - 1,
handicrafts - 2, infants - 1, lighting - 1, machinery - 1, manchester - 1,
maritime technology (navigation) - 2, medicine - 4, memorabilia not
separately accessioned - 2, education - 3, military - 12, mining - 2, musical
instruments - 0, numismatics (badges)- 7, ornaments - 2, personal effects 44, photographs - 3, recreation - 6, religion - 1, rural industries - 52, science 7, surveying - 2, textile machinery 0, tools - 9, toys - 14, trades - 72, transport
- 17, trophies - 3, uniforms - 1, works on paper (WA Newspapers) - 2.
These are indicative of the volume of items within the collection only.
Some cards have multiple listings.
Donor Index
Alphabetical card listing A-Z by donor surname.
Enables multiple individual donations, at different times, to be crossreferenced to the donor.
Associated names or subject index
For buildings or people associated with the area.
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9.4 Comparative collections - comparison with other museums
Significance ranking of Western Australian collections
1. Western Australian Museum
The Western Australian Museum‘s collection is broad ranging and encapsulates
all aspects of Western Australia‘s natural and cultural heritage with the exception
of botanic specimens that are held by the State Herbarium.
The collection policy is generalist with a focus on significant provenanced
Western Australian material and items representative of material used in Western
Australia.
The Natural History collection contains millions of scientific specimens (except
botanic) under the categories of aquatic zoology, terrestrial vertebrates and
invertebrates, palaeontology (fossils) and mineralogy.
The Maritime History collection is rich with a strong early Dutch focus and
maritime archaeology is a particular strength.
The Social History collection includes domestic materials, philately, numismatics,
firearms and edged weapons, costume, ceramics, commercial material,
handcrafts, personal effects, maritime and transport. Particular strengths are in
the civil costume collection, which spans the whole gambit of clothing worn over
the period since colonisation. The collection of women‘s costume is extensive and
ranges from colonial to the present although contemporary collecting is passive
rather than active. Military costume is comprehensive from colonial volunteer
units through to WWII including a significant Naval collection.
The former collection of the Museum of Childhood, now a part of the Western
Australian Museum collection, is the nation‘s largest and most significant
collection of childhood items, most of which is provenanced to Western Australia.
Particular strengths include:
Toys, games & dolls
Education material
Infant raising material
Children‘s wear costume
The Western Australian Museum‘s collections are unquestionably the most
comprehensive and significant in the State. Specialist regional museums such as
that of Rail Heritage WA and the Aviation Heritage Museum have large collections
but with a narrower focus appealing to sectional interests. Other examples are
the Avondale Farm collection of farm machinery and the Army Museum of WA
which has a large and extensive collection of uniforms but much is post WWII and
repetitive.
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2. Royal Western Australian Historical Society
The Royal Western Australian Historical Society (RWAHS) was formed in1926 and
has premises in Broadway, Nedlands where their collection is stored, conserved
and a limited amount displayed in the main meeting room.
The RWAHS began collecting in 1933 and their costume collection contains over
2,000 items, the earliest piece being a dress from 1788 that was worn in the
Colony. They are currently conserving ten provenanced flapper dresses from the
1920s. The collection includes a significant representation of rare army uniforms
from Western Australia‘s volunteer period (1861-1903), mostly units operating in
the 1880s and 1890s. A separate textiles collection consists of items of
manchester.
The photographic collection is comprehensive and extensive with over 17,000
photographs plus a further 1,000 framed images. The artwork collection contains
1,200 items some of which are early and significant works. Other collection
categories include domestic and personal items, with many good porcelain
pieces, dolls (about 60), civic mementoes, coins, medals and badges, costume
jewellery and greetings cards of all types. The RWAHS holds highly significant
items including the album of wildflower watercolours painted by Georgiana Leake
in the 1840s.
Unusual artefacts include three albums of seaweed specimens collected at
various locations including from the ocean near the Bathurst Lighthouse at
Rottnest in the 1890s.
Their collection policy is very broad and is based on provenanced items used or
made in Western Australia.

3. Swan Guildford Historical Society
The subject of this report, the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection, is the
third most significant collection of historical artefacts in the state of Western
Australia.
This collection is complemented by the Local Studies collection maintained at the
City of Swans library.
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Other Eastern Region museums and historic houses
Other heritage collections in Perth‘s eastern region include:
The Bayswater Historical Society‘s collection exhibited at the Halliday House
Heritage Centre. This collection is mainly domestic and personal items from the
twentieth century, much of which is well provenanced to the local area. The
Bayswater Historical Society‘s collection categories include domestic appliances
and furniture (two of their main strengths), Halliday family memorabilia, personal
items, over 2,000 photographs including a set of aerial photographs of Bayswater
from 1948, the archives of the Bayswater Primary School dating back to 1894,
Bayswater Roads Board records, WWII home front artefacts and some WWI items
and material from the Midland Railway Workshops. Artworks include paintings by
Len Cutten who worked as an illustrator for WA Newspapers and the Western Mail
in the 1920s and 30s, one piece being a rare original WWII poster. The City of
Bayswater does not support a library based Local Studies collection.
The neighbouring Bassendean Historical Society runs and interprets the
Pensioner Guard cottage at 1 Surrey St in Bassendean but doesn‘t have a
collection. Society volunteers support the Local Studies collection housed at the
Bassendean Library.
The Mundaring and Hills Historical Society maintain a museum in the former
Mundaring Primary School building on Great Eastern Highway, which it shares
with the Mundaring Visitors Centre. The collection includes artefacts that reflect
rail transport, social history, local industry and agriculture and commercial
activity. A comprehensive collection of photographs, ephemera, locality and
school records substitutes for the lack of a formal library based Local Studies
collection.
The National Trust maintains two historic homes in the eastern region being
Tranby House in Maylands and Woodbridge House in Woodbridge. These contain
period furniture and domestic items with interpretation largely left to the initiative
of volunteers. In recent years the Trust has adopted an avant garde minimalist
approach to interpretation which has lead to criticism that it lacks substance and
is an ‗art attack on heritage‘. There is future potential for artefacts in the Swan
Guildford Historical Society collection provenanced to Woodbridge House to be
transferred or loaned for display at Woodbridge, subject to the development of an
appropriate interpretation plan by the National Trust.
Regional museums based in Perth‘s eastern region include:
The Rail Transport Museum in Bassendean, which contains an extensive
collection of engines, carriages, wagons and other rolling stock including the
original engine from the Fremantle to Guildford rail line completed in 1881. The
facility contains a large collection of Western Australian Government Railways
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and the private railways paraphernalia from the State‘s once extensive rail
network.
Whiteman Park in Whiteman contains Revolutions – the Transport Heritage
Centre and includes five other independent transport themed collections.
Revolutions is based on the original Lou Whiteman collection and has been
expanded into a comprehensive story of the history of land transport in Western
Australia. Rotating displays draw on the collocated collections of the Bus
Preservation Society of WA, Motor Museum of WA, Bennett Brook Railway, Tractor
Museum of WA and the Perth Electric Tramway Society.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Swan Guildford Historical Society should explore the potential for mutual
cross-promotional activity with the eastern region heritage bodies through joint
marketing and telling the story of the wider region using Guildford as the hub.
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9.5 Consultation
The consultants would like to thank the following individuals for their help, advise
and support in the preparation of this significance assessment.
City of Swan
Sharon O‘Reilly - Project Officer, Tourism Economic Development
Swan Guildford Historical Society
Celia Miller – President
Shirley Ingram - Keeper of Costume & Textiles
Mercia & Ben Barker - Keepers of the Gaol & Taylor‘s Cottage
Norma Turich - Accessioning/artefacts/maps
Robert (Bob) K Hammond - Keeper of the Artefacts Store
Lee Doyle - Keeper of Ephemera, Documents & Books
Jean True - Keeper of Photographs
Mary West - Encapsulates maps/plans/documents
Faye Stockdale – Gaol attendant
Min Plunket - Volunteer
Other Organisations
Margaret Love – Curator, Royal WA Historical Society
Linda Bullow – Curator, Bayswater Historical Society
Val Humphrey – Curator, Revolutions, Transport Heritage Centre
Philippa Rogers – Rail Heritage WA
Dr David Legg – Deputy Curator, Army Museum of WA
Leslie Sinclair – President, Bassendean Historical Society
Dr John Stanton - Director of the Berndt Museum of Anthropology at the University
of Western Australia
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10. Collection Policy
Draft Collection Policy for the consideration of the Swan Guildford Historical Society
Introduction
This policy is to be read in conjunction with the Interpretation Plan and the Significance
Assessment of the Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s museum collection.
1.0 Statement of Purpose
The mission of the Swan Guildford Historical Society is to collect, conserve, research,
interpret and display the development of the early Guildford settlement as a port
supporting the Swan Valley agricultural region, the development of the Swan River Colony
up to Federation and the ongoing history of the town of Guildford and the Swan Valley
Region and to interpret with integrity the history of the people and the places.
2.0 The Collection
The focus of the collection is to be on items that are significant to the Swan River Colony,
Guildford and the Swan Valley including Indigenous history.
2.1 Themes
Survival, Safety and Settlement
Law and Order
Lifelines: River, Rail, Road
Picture Perfect: Civilising the Colony in the Valley of Taste
Holding it all together: Spirituality, Community and Environment
The Gateway to a Diverse Region
2.2 Historic Period
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will collect significant theme related
material of Aboriginal origin and use and from the time of the first European
settlement until 1970.
2.3 Geographical Area
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will collect material used within the
boundaries of the Swan Valley region or associated with the history of the Swan
River Colony.

3.0 Items to be collected
Collected items to consist of the following groupings:
3.1 Archives – personal records and paper based ephemera pertaining to an
individual‘s residence, work and life or an organisation‘s service in Guildford
and/or the Swan Valley.
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Images – photographs, paintings, prints, posters, electronically recorded images,
slides, videos, postcards that illustrate life and activities in Guildford and/or the
Swan Valley.
3.2 Artefacts associated with domestic, religious, education, recreation and
working life with particular emphasis on items assisting the interpretation of
Aboriginal occupation, settlement, communities, river transport, local farming and
industry.
It is beyond the capacity of the Swan Guildford Historical Society to maintain a
natural scientific collection so only natural heritage items with interpretive value
are to be collected. This could include examples of plant material utilised by
Aboriginal people for food or medicine and poisonous plants that impacted on
farming practices.
3.3 Reference library and materials – books, bound documents and records,
pamphlets and magazines that serve as references or research resources.
3.4 Maps and Plans – examples or copies of maps, plans and architectural
drawings that are Guildford and/or Swan Valley related.
3.5 Oral Histories - Persons trained in recording oral history should interview
residents, past and present, with significant knowledge of life in the Guildford
and/or the Swan Valley. Verified transcripts to be retained.
3.6 Items not to be collected are those that are available to the public via other
regional or specialist museums in Western Australia. Likewise, newspapers and
other material retained in national and state libraries and archives are not
collected.
Any movie picture film stock is not to be retained and should be transferred to the
National Film and Sound Archives for safekeeping, subject to copyright being retained by
the Swan Guildford Historical Society and DVD copies provided.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society is not a specialist museum and does not collect
every type and pattern of utilised object but retains representative examples of the items
used which best convey the story of their use.
Local social history paper based materials should be shared with the Local Studies
collection at the City of Swan Library. In some cases it will be preferable to lodge the
originals with this collection, given they can maintain better storage conditions, and
retain copies for display purposes.
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4.0 Acquisitions
4.1 Method of Acquisition
Acquisitions to the collection may be in the form of donations or bequests, or by
purchase or exchange. The Swan Guildford Historical Society will only accept
items that the donor can legally offer, and after any relevant ethical
considerations have been taken into account. The Society will not accept
conditional donations other than fixed term loans. All donations and acquisitions
are to have the details and transfer completed via a Donor Form.
4.2 Acquisition Procedure
All donations are subject to assessment by the Swan Guildford Historical Society
or a delegated committee. This body is to meet on a regular basis to determine
the significance of donated items, their relevance to this policy and to which of
the Society‘s collection categories the items will be allocated.
4.3 Historical Significance
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will only collect provenanced items or those
items that contribute to an understanding or appreciation of the activities, historic
episodes or personalities associated with the mission of the Society as defined in
the Statement of Purpose.
4.4 Documentation
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will take into account the information
(provenance) known about an item, such as original owner, history and use of the
item, identity of people pictured, etc. Such information is to be included with the
donor form and recorded when cataloguing the item.
4.5 Condition
Severely damaged items will not normally be collected. Conservation and storage
requirements of an item will be considered when collecting.
4.6 Duplication
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will not normally collect items that duplicate
the existing collection. If an item of superior condition or historic value is
accepted, the duplicate item must be considered for deaccessioning. This also
applies where a number of similar items are retained to allow rotation and resting
of displayed items. Reproduction or copy items may be collected for information,
display, loan, education or other purposes.
4.7 Storage
Acceptance of items is subject to the availability of space for storage, secure from
the risk of theft and environmental damage.
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5.0 Deaccessioning
5.1 Agreement to Deaccession
Items that no longer meet the criteria of this Collection Policy may be
deaccessioned by a majority vote of the Swan Guildford Historical Society.
Members must be given two weeks‘ notice, including a list of items to be
considered for deaccessioning. All items approved for deaccession are to have
their individual record marked with the date and reason they were
deaccessioned.
5.2 Deaccessioning Procedure
Deaccessioned items should first be offered to the original donor or donor‘s
family. If this is declined, is not possible, or if items to be deaccessioned have
been acquired by other means, they are to be offered on a gift or exchange basis
to other collecting institutions. As a last resort, items may be offered for public
sale by auction or an open tender process. If none of these methods is
successful, an item may be deaccessioned by disposal.
All deaccessioning to be recorded and the Object Data Sheets transferred to a
Deaccession Register.
6.0 Access
Subject to appropriate conservation requirements, the Swan Guildford Historical Society
aims to provide public access to the collection. Public access will be by arrangement with
the President, Curator or relevant Keeper.
The long-term aim of the Swan Guildford Historical Society is to have the electronic
collection records, including images of the items, less the donor details and storage
location, available via a museum web page.
7.0 Loans
7.1 Inward
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will not accept ‗permanent‘ or ‗indefinite‘
loans. The Society may accept loans from time to time for purposes such as
exhibitions. All inwards loans will be for a fixed period, and will be entered in a
Loans Register.
7.2 Outward
The Swan Guildford Historical Society may make loans from its collection to other
bodies. It is required that the borrowing organisation treat such items with a high
standard of care, recognising their historical value and conservation
requirements. Borrowers will be required to sign a loan agreement that includes
the conditions of the loan and specifies an agreed loan period.
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8.0 Review of Collection Policy
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will review this Policy on a regular basis. It is to be
reviewed initially one year after its adoption, and every three years after that. The Society
may review the Policy more frequently if necessary.
Adopted by the Swan Guildford Historical Society on
Signed …………………………….........................

Date ………………............

RECOMMENDATION:
Review, amend if necessary, and adopt the Swan Guildford Historical Society Collection
Policy.
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11. Disposal principals
The ethical standards for the disposal of museum collection items are to:
1. Offer the item back to the original donor (if known).
2. Offer to a museum where it has significance through provenance or is consistent
with its collection policy, or to another kindred body.
3. Offer for sale to the public by auction.
4. Scrap or utilise environmental waste management (take to the tip).
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12. Condition of the collection and storage
Caring for the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection
The care and maintenance of historical items held in a collection requires active
participation in ensuring that the items are correctly catalogued using systematic
notation; are stored and displayed in a safe environment and their movement and
condition monitored on a regular basis. This means:
knowing where the objects are at all times
being able to locate them
being able to tell if you have the correct object when you believe you have located
it
knowing what conditions heritage objects should be stored and displayed under
recognising if the object has sustained damage or is deteriorating, and
knowing what to do about damage or deterioration.
Current Management of the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection
The Swan Guildford Historical Society has been active and conscientious in applying good
museum practice to the management of its collection, particularly since 1985 when
Stephen Anstey established the procedures and practices for accessioning and keeping
and managing detailed collection records. The costume and textile collection has had a
succession of very informed and dedicated curators who, early on, established good
management practices in relation to storage of textiles. These curators used the
conservation materials available to them at the time and the costume and textile
collection is mostly completely accessioned and stored in acid-free tissue in well-labelled
cardboard boxes. A programme of replacing the acid free tissue in each of the storage
boxes was put in place in 2004. However the cardboard boxes are no longer
recommended for the storage of textiles and should be replaced by purpose made
polypropylene textile storage boxes. The textile and costume collection is stored in one
room of Judy Hamersley House.
Other objects in the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection have been stored with
varying degrees of ability and success, often dependent on what materials and space was
made available to the curators in charge of the various categories of the collection.
Maps are currently stored quite well in metal map drawers in the textiles
workroom and the collection management room in Judy Hamersley House.
However, due to restrictions in storage space, too many maps are stored in each
drawer, which will ultimately cause deterioration.
Photographs are stored in metal filing cabinets in Judy Hamersley House and are
stored upright with supportive backing if necessary and this is good procedure.
However the photographic collection would be better preserved if photographs
were stored in purpose made archival quality photographic sleeves, envelopes
and boxes. In addition, the photographs can be afforded a greater level of
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protection if they are scanned and entered into the Mosaic database so they may
be viewed without being handled.
Documents, Books and Ephemera are stored in metal cabinets in a locked room
in Judy Hamersley House but due to restrictions in storage space, too many
objects are being stored on each cabinet shelf and this will ultimately cause
deterioration. Documents and Books are especially vulnerable to damage from
insects and moisture and these objects would be better preserved if they were
stored in purpose made archival quality sleeves and boxes.
China, Silver, Personal items (men‘s, women‘s and children‘s) are stored in
display cabinets and in the store off the vestibule in Judy Hamersley House.
Personal items in particular should be given as much attention to their
preservation needs as textiles and costumes. This is because they are usually
made up of more than one kind of material such as metal and wood or metal and
textiles. It is particularly important that objects that are made of two or more
types of material be carefully wrapped and stored to ensure that contact between
the materials does not contribute to the deterioration of the object.
Working tools are stored off the vestibule in Judy Hamersley House. A number of
tools are on display in the Old Gaol and collection objects are also stored in the
Gaol attic, which is an exceptionally unsuitable environment for the purpose of
storing collection objects.
Furniture and objects are stored in the ―artefact store‖ built in 2008 to provide
on-site storage for the collection. Although insulated, this steel framed and clad
shed is not suitable for the storage of a museum collection. In addition a number
of non-collection items including display props and surplus display racks and
other materials from the Visitor Centre are stored in the ―artefact store‖. This is
not best practice as it is not recommended to store non-collection and collection
items in the same area.
The 2003 move of a substantial number of collection items into temporary storage and
the consequent disturbance to proper collection management brought about by the offsite storage, changing exhibitions and subsequent move of objects back to the site has
had an unfortunate effect on the collection and it is unlikely that the Swan Guildford
Historical Society will be able to recover from this disruption without professional
assistance, at least on a part-time basis.
It should also be taken into account that, as the Swan Guildford Historical Society
reinvigorates and consolidates its presence through a dedicated exhibition area or
museum, it will gain more public awareness. This is likely to result in more objects being
donated and therefore the need for a larger storage area in the long term.
Safe Environments for the Storage and Display of Collection objects
Historical objects have specific conservation and preservation needs to ensure that they
remain in the best possible condition. A safe environment is one that has stable
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temperature and humidity levels, has a very low light level or darkness, and is completely
free of insect pests and vermin such as rodents.
The ideal storage and display spaces have the temperature maintained at between 18 oC22oC and the relative humidity level at between 47.5%-52.5%. They have good
environmental control mechanisms such as ventilation, air conditioning, central heating,
insulation and dehumidification.
Paper, photographs and textiles should not be subjected to light greater than 50 lux and
other objects to light greater than 200 lux.
Historical objects should not be stored with other materials such as stationery, wood,
cardboard or plastics. These materials can emit fumes and other pollutant particles that
can cause deterioration in the objects. Powder-coated metal shelving and metal
cupboards are preferable to wooden ones for storage of heritage items as ―wood‖ is
usually some form of particleboard that gives off fumes and will damage objects.
Objects held in a collection should be protected from environmental factors as much as
possible. It is recommended that historical objects be wrapped or contained in archival
quality storage material. Archival quality describes a product with a level of chemical
stability and physical strength such that it will survive for long periods and cope with a
high level of handling. Archival quality products are the safest products for the storage of
historical items, especially paper, photographs and textiles. Photographs are particularly
vulnerable to deterioration if stored in the wrong type of box or container.
A safe environment is also one that is dust free. Dust carries airborne pollutants that are
damaging to objects. Objects can be stored under dust covers made from the pH neutral
fibre Tyvek or from washed calico.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection contains some pieces of agricultural and
viticulture equipment that is mostly stored under some cover that provides a level of
protection from the elements. This is not recommended for the long-term preservation of
these larger objects and the best possible way to protect these important objects is to put
them under cover in an enclosed building. If this is not possible in the short term, it is
recommended that a regular schedule of cleaning and applying conservation coatings to
objects exposed to the environment be implemented to ensure that environmental
damage is kept to a minimum. Advise on how to go about this should be obtained from
an objects conservator or the Conservation Department of the Western Australian
Museum.
It is recommended that the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection be stored in a
dedicated storage facility that can provide the following:
stable temperature and humidity levels,
a very low light level or darkness,
protection from the ingress insect pests and vermin,
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powder-coated or metal storage shelving and cupboards,
the use of archival quality storage material,
a dust-free environment,
an area large enough to accommodate a number of large objects such as
agricultural and viticulture machinery,
at least one entry large enough, and convenient enough, to enable the movement
of large objects into and out of storage,
an area isolated from the main store where newly acquired objects can be
quarantined and treated before being put into storage or on display.
It is further recommended that that these important collection management criteria are
at the forefront of the planning, design and building or renovation of any museum
buildings to house the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection:
exhibition spaces that provide stable temperature and humidity levels,
appropriate exhibition lighting that allows for full control of individual lights,
protection from insect pests and vermin,
a dust-free environment,
an entry to the exhibition spaces that is suitable to allow large objects to be
moved on to and off display.
Exhibition Lighting
Light is as important a component in an exhibition as the objects, the information and the
furniture. Incorrect lighting will damage objects and inadequate lighting will make
viewing objects and reading information difficult for the visitor. Lighting is also an
important component in guiding visitors to an important object or information and in
setting a mood or creating an atmosphere.
Daylight should be blocked or shielded from directly entering an exhibition area. Daylight
is bright and hot and contains a high proportion of damaging UV radiation that can
damage objects and fade printed exhibition material.
Artificial light in the form of incandescent tungsten lamps have a low UV output but create
a great deal of heat and should not be used in closed exhibition display cabinets or
cases. Fluorescent light tubes do not emit heat but many emit high levels of UV radiation.
Correct lighting should be installed in exhibition areas. The most flexible lighting system
is a three-circuit track system that can be suspended from the ceiling and can be used to
form a grid across an exhibition area that allows lights to be placed in a variety of
locations. It also allows many or few lights to be run at once and some lights to be
dimmed while others are brighter, depending on the type of object they are illuminating.
Concord lighting is generally the recommended museum and gallery lighting system.
Individual spotlights should be low voltage, tungsten halogen lamps with individual
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dimming capacity and focus. Wallwasher lights can be integrated into the track system
for even lighting of walls.
The most up-to-date internal lighting for display cases is the Concord Slimlite range of
miniature, high output triphospor fluorescent lamps.
Displaying objects
The display of objects should be thought about as carefully as the storage of objects as
the conditions of display can cause objects to deteriorate. In addition to using the correct
type of light with appropriate levels for objects, it is also important to ensure that the
materials on which they are displayed are suitable or have been treated in the right way
to minimize deterioration.
Display cases should be made of a material that does not off-gas. Display case bases or
surrounds should be at least MDF (Medium Density Fibreboard - a wood based composite
material using wood fibres) and painted. Painted surfaces should be left for several days
to completely dry before objects are placed on them. For delicate objects such as those
that are paper-based or textiles, a piece of mylar or melinex (an inert stable non-plastic
polyester) should be placed between them and the display case.
Some objects will require support so that they are not damaged by their own weight or
the weight of their parts. Purpose built supports can be made by a conservator in the
case of very fragile or valuable items. Costumes should preferably be displayed on calico
covered body-forms and not plastic mannequins. If plastic mannequins have to be used
then a cotton or calico covering should be placed between the mannequin and the
costume. Costumes can be padded lightly with dacron to provide support.
If it is necessary to suspend objects or parts of objects, inert plastic tubing such as that
used in hospitals is useful to cover wires and prevent abrasive damage to the object.
Finally, all objects will deteriorate if they are permanently on display. In planning
exhibitions the need to ―rest‖ certain objects should be taken into account. This is
particularly the case with textiles and paper-based objects. ―Resting‖, means removing
the objects from display and putting them into proper storage for a period of time, usually
equal to the time that they have been on display. It is generally considered that a textile
or paper-based object should not be displayed for more than 12 months at a time.
Exhibition planning and programming should take this into account and try to identify an
alternative for each object of this nature so that objects can be rotated and rested.
Caring for Historic Machinery
In the museum sector there are very specific meanings attached to the kinds of
conservation that an object may undergo. Preservation occurs when the object is
maintained in its existing condition and future deterioration is slowed down. Restoration
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means returning the object to a known earlier condition. Reconstruction means adding
new materials to the object.
In considering how to treat historic machinery you should consider how the treatment
might affect the machine‘s significance. It is recommended that the Swan Guildford
Historical Society adopt the following museum guidelines:17
If a machine is significant it for one or all of the reasons listed in the section on
significance then it is best to preserve it.
Seek expert advice and investigate the machine‘s significance before starting any
conservation or restoration work.
Avoid reconstruction and restoration wherever possible. Repainting and replacing
original parts with new ones or old ones from elsewhere can mean that the original
components or finishes of the machine are destroyed and that the machine can no
longer demonstrate its history and cultural value.
Never repaint or replace parts on machinery that is rare, intact or in sound original or
complete condition.
Never repaint or replace parts on significant machinery that was manufactured locally
or is strongly associated with the region‘s people, events, places or historic themes
and industry.
Do not return a machine to an earlier condition without firm evidence of what that
condition was.
If you wish to restore a machine to operating condition it is best to choose a less
significant machine in your collection. Avoid the extensive repair and replacement of
parts required to bring a machine to operating condition if it is one that has a high
level of significance to the history of the region.
Take detailed photographs of the original condition of any machine you are
considering for restoration or reconstruction. Keep a photographic and documentary
record of any changes to the machine and add these to the catalogue records you
have on the machine
Preservation Survey
With the completion of this Significance Assessment and the Interpretation Plan the next
requirement for the collection is to have a preservation survey conducted. These are also
referred to, as a preservation needs assessment. While some specific and generic advice
is made in this report a formal survey will provide the specific requirements for which
funding can then be sought via Lotterywest to implement the survey‘s recommendations.

17

Clegg, G., Graham, T., Petersen, J., & Winkworth, K., Safe in the Shed: Caring for Historic Farm Machinery, NSW

Heritage Office and Ministry for the Arts Movable Heritage Project, 2001, p.10
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The Commonwealth Government, through the National Library of Australia and other
bodies, provides Community Heritage Grants of up to $15,000 to community groups
Australia-wide to help preserve and manage cultural heritage collections of national
significance.
Projects supported include significance assessments; preservation needs assessments,
conservation activities and collection management. Historical societies, museums, public
libraries, archives, Indigenous and migrant community groups are encouraged to apply.
An appropriate consultant would then assess and make recommendations on the
preventative conservation requirements for the collection taking into account building
modifications such as insulation, ventilation, environmental controls including
temperature and humidity, pest control, security, storage furniture, storage boxes,
conservation materials requirements and methods for stabilising corrosion in externally
displayed items.
Contact Museums Australia (WA) for a list of suitable consultants to conduct a
preservation survey. Note: The conservation requirements of heritage buildings are the
domain of Conservation Management Plans.
Use this significance assessment to demonstrate that the Swan Guildford Historical
Society‘s collection is of national significance. Provide letters of support from
organisations such as the City of Swan, the Tourism Association and the Guildford Society
to demonstrate community support for the application.
RECOMMENDATION:
Seek National Library of Australia, or other, grant funding for a Preservation Survey of the
collection to be conducted to assess and make recommendations on the preventative
conservation requirements of the moveable heritage collection.
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Part 2
14. Significance Assessment of the Swan Guildford Historical collection by
category
Aboriginal artefacts
Agricultural pursuits and equipment
Artworks
Bottles
Children‘s toys
China, silver, personal (men‘s and women‘s) items, etc
Convict items
Documents (books, archives & ephemera)
Firearms and accoutrements
Furniture
Governance
Household/domestic items
Local manufacturing industries (brickworks, flour milling)
Maps and plans
Migrant
Military
Photographs
Textiles/costume
Trade tools
Aboriginal artefacts
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection contains a considerable quantity of
Aboriginal artefacts listed below. On the 17 December 2009 these were taken to Dr John
Stanton, Director of the Berndt Museum of Anthropology at the University of Western
Australia for identification and authentification.

Grindstones
The collection contains eleven located artefacts thought to be Aboriginal grindstones.
Records of the following items, listed as grindstones, were located in the registers:
87.19 – a rock (D Tomlin, Glen Forrest)
87.20 – a grindstone (JH Turner, Bassendean)
87.23 – recorded but mislabelled as 87.27 (JH Turner, Bassendean)
87.24 - a grindstone (JH Turner, Bassendean) also marked 11 in white paint
87.27 - a grindstone (donor not listed)
87.28 - a grindstone (donor not listed)
87.30 – a rock (donor not listed) also marked 35 in white paint
90.7 – a grindstone (J Hamersley – found at Woodbridge)
Not in the records but located within the collection:
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A rock – dark and marked SWAN GUILDFORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY and Mrs Borend (sp?)
A rock – dark and unmarked
A rock – long brown and unmarked
Dr John Stanton identified the following five as Aboriginal grindstones; the remaining
items were considered rocks.
87.20 – a grindstone (JH Turner, Bassendean)
87.24 - a grindstone (JH Turner, Bassendean) also marked 11 in white paint
87.27 - a grindstone (donor not listed)
87.28 - a grindstone (donor not listed)
90.7 – a grindstone (J Hamersley – found at Woodbridge)
Two (87.27/28) were identified as of South West origin and 87.28 contains a dimple on
the rear used to crack the shells of Zamia palm nuts. Grindstones were an important
‗kitchen‘ implement for Noongar people.
Grindstone (90.7) was donated by Judy Hamersley and is made of dolerite. This was
excavated from a river terrace at Woodbridge indicating the river was a major food
source. This is a highly significant artefact due to the location found giving it confirmed
local provenance. The other two significant South West grindstones are (87.27) and
(87.28) being the larger circular stones. Circular grindstone (87.28) also contains the
traditional dimple found on the rear for cracking Zamia nuts.
Those not considered grindstones but rather water rolled rocks include (87.30) (also
marked 35), (87.19) (found at Glen Forrest), the long unmarked rock, the orange
coloured rock marked 78 & 87.27 (incorrectly) and two dark coloured rocks (one marked
with a paper label).

Aboriginal grindstones (top) rocks (below).
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The grindstones are significant for their historic and social use by Aboriginal people to
grind native seeds into flour and ochre for use in ceremonies. They reflect a long history
of occupation known to extend back over 40,000 years in the Swan Valley. While not rare
items, some are provenanced to the areas of early colonisation. They are representative
of widespread use and have interpretative value.
RECOMMENDATION:
Deaccession and dispose of the six items identified as rocks and not Aboriginal
grindstones.

Restricted items (cannot be displayed)
1. Churinga or sacred carved board (no record located)
A churinga is a very sacred object, which represents both the ancestral and the individual
spirit of its owner. They can be made of stone or wood and vary in size from a few inches
to several feet. Each tribe is divided into totems related to animals, plants or objects,
and the legends and relationship of each totemic group are recorded on the churingas.
The churingas are sacred, and only initiated men can see them during the time of
ceremony. Elders knowledgeable in tribal customs and history preside over the
proceedings for which sacred objects were brought out from sacred storage. At other
times they are carefully wrapped in bark or skins and hidden in sacred places. Women,
children and uninitiated men are not allowed to see them, and under Aboriginal Law, the
breaking of this rule is punishable by death or blinding.
The Aboriginal custodians remain the rightful owners of secret and sacred objects and
they have the right to decide who shall hold these objects. Where custodians cannot be
located, sacred objects should be treated in a way, which is consistent with Aboriginal
Law. They must not be displayed to the public or viewed by women, children or uninitiated
men. Photographs or descriptions of the objects must not be displayed or published.
The collection artefact is typical of Western Australian churingas and made of wood. It is
wrapped in paper, not displayed or shown to women or children and stored with respect.
It was not photographed and will not be physically described in this report.
Dr Stanton states that this example is a restricted item from the Western Desert of
Western Australia and of pre 1930s manufacture. The artefact has the Aboriginal
category name – Tulu – and is associated with sorcery and magic.
2. Bullroarer (previously located on the boomerang board in the artefact store)
This is a restricted item that may be heard but cannot be seen by uninitiated men or
women and children. It has a ceremonial function in that it is sounded to warn the public
that the uninitiated and women and children must lie down and cover their heads as a
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ceremony is in preparation or progress. The example in the collection is from the north
Kimberley or possibly Arnhem Land. It is now wrapped and stored with the churinga.
Following informal discussion of ethical considerations and an appropriate home for
these restricted items (given the inability to display them) Dr Stanton expressed interest
in these artefacts being transferred to the Berndt Museum as part of the effort to
repatriate these artefacts that have exceptionally high social and spiritual significance to
Aboriginal people
RECOMMENDATION:
That the two restricted items be deaccessioned and transferred to either the Berndt
Museum of Anthropology at the University of Western Australia or the Western Australian
Museum to hold the objects and act as their custodian until they can be returned to an
appropriate community at an appropriate time.

Carved wooden animal
The carved animal is a good example of a carpet snake made for the tourist market in the
1920s. The carpet snake has a series of short lines of burn marks, made with a hot wire,
serving as bands on the back of the snake. Where this was produced is not known. It is
marked with the number 6.26 from the original 1962 record book.

Carved snake

Spears
The collection contains two spears that were photographed for identification rather than
transported given their length. No records were located for either spear.

Kimberley fishing spear (top)

South West tricorn fighting spear (below)
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The first is a Kimberley fishing spear with seven spaced barbs on the carved wooden
spear point, which is then attached to the spear shaft. It was common for Kimberley
fishing spears to have a cane shaft. It is a fine example.
The second is a highly significant South West fighting spear from the South West of
Western Australia. The wooden point has a tricorn format, serrated spearhead that is
unique to the South West. This rare example is pre 1920 and was probably made in the
nineteenth century.

Stone axe
The stone axe (87.41) is from the Kimberley and while the axe head may be considerably
older it appears to have had the current handle fitted in the 1940s for sale as a tourist
item. The head is fixed with Spinifex resin and the split and folded handle is secured with
twine and a small amount of nylon fishing line.

Kimberley stone axe

Spear points
The collection contains 14 spear points and a similar item made from pearl shell. All are
unique to the Kimberley region of Western Australia. They are very nice examples and
include rock and glass versions made by pressure flaking the edges with rock or wood
points. Glass was utilised in the late nineteenth century for spear points, but is unique to
the Kimberleys. Porcelain, obtained from overland telegraph route insulators, was also
used.
One of the rock examples has serrated edges, which was difficult to achieve using the
pressure point technique when applied to glass. The records state that 99.26 is 13
spearheads however 12 are marked in the range 99.26a-l (a total of 12) so it is possible
the pearl shell adornment (see below) was included in this count and the number may
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have been painted on the missing piece of fixing resin. The two other spear points are
recorded as 87.42 (stone) and 87.43 (blue glass) both have pressure flaked edges.

Kimberley spear points and a pindji windji (centre row, second from left)
The pindji windji (pearl shell) was an item worn by men around the neck as an
adornment. This version is a leaf design and although they all originate in the Kimberley,
they were traded extensively across Australia from Queensland to Adelaide. This is a nice
example and has been secured with Spinifex resin. The design is associated with fertility
and has public ceremonial status so may be displayed.

Boomerangs
Six boomerangs were located in the Artefact Store but no evidence of written records or
numbering was found. Two are very nice early outstanding examples of throwing
boomerangs from the 1880s - 90s. They are very good quality and most likely originate
from the Murchison region. Three are also older and very fine examples of arid land
mulga boomerangs from the Western Desert region. These appear to have been made
using a steel gouge. The final boomerang is a poor example that has been coloured and
is probably a tourist item made in the 1970s. It can be identified by the spot of yellow
paint on the rear and the number 6.24. The boomerangs have high historic and social
value. They reflect use in open country and have aesthetic value due to their unique
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manufacture and authenticity. The technical nature of the designs has scientific value
due to the aerodynamic properties of the boomerang.

Late nineteenth century throwing boomerangs

Mulga boomerangs from the Western Desert region

Tourist boomerang
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Spear throwers
There are two spear throwers in the collection with no records located.
The first is a very nice and very rare surviving South West example from the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century. The point is secured with Xanthuria (Grass Tree)
resin. The smooth finish suggests this was carefully rubbed down with glass or stone.

South West spear thrower
Note: It is important that this item be stored and/or displayed in the absence of
contemporary cleaning product use, as the fumes will lead to rapid deterioration of the
fixing resin.

Spear thrower from the 1880s
The second has the number 7455 or possibly 71.55 painted on the rear and 71.55
faintly pencilled on the front. It appears to have been glued to a paper covered backing
board at some stage, as there is evidence of this on the rear resin tip and handle. This is
a very nice old 1880s example from the west side of Coolgardie. It has a Spinifex resin
handle and tip with wallaby sinew binding but fixed with a South West technique

Carved walking sticks
There are two intricately carved walking sticks in the collection, both straight with a knob
handle and raised entwined snake motif. The first (94.21) is manufactured of wood from
the South West and includes a pair of entwined snakes. The records state ‗thought to
have been made at Lockeridge by an Aboriginal for Mr Hugh Hamersley.‘
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Carved Walking Sticks

The second (99.13) is an exceptionally fine stick with a single snake carved from a
straight mulga stick. The records state that it was ‗owned by G.E. Roe, brother of J.S. Roe
(the first Colonial Surveyor General). It is possible that this stick was made further afield,
possibly in Victoria.

Boab nuts
The two carved Boab nuts (87.45a&b) are most important and culturally significant
items. They are rare and intact early examples of Boab nut carvings from pre WWII or
earlier, perhaps the 1920s. The designs include a kangaroo, birds, insects, a snake and
flowers. They are possibly from Broome and are in the style of Aboriginal artist Joe
Nangan. The designs are etched in a fine zigzag style using a sharpened file tang or a
penknife. Their age, rarity and complete condition mean they have high significance for
historic, aesthetic, scientific and social reasons.

Boab nut carvings – pre WWII
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Shields
There are three shields in the collection, all donated prior to 1985, with the early
numberings 6.27, 6.28 and 6.132.

Desert shield (top), Bardi shield (middle), unknown shield (bottom)
The first (6.27) is a large, heavy and good example of the style of the desert that could
come from the northern desert in the southern Kimberley (Balgo) or further south in the
Western Desert (Jigalong). This shield has been darkened with resin, has a finely incised
design on the back representing clouds or country and has seen use, indicated by the
boomerang hits to the face. At some stage it has also been varnished. This shield has
been made for Aboriginal trade and was possibly made pre WWI but is definitely pre
WWII.
The second (6.28) is a Bardi shield from One Arm Point, possibly made in the 1930s. The
fish design on the face is incomplete suggesting it was made for tourists.
The third (6.132) is an oddity in that the design is a combination of that found in the
South West but with desert influence from the Murchison area. It was possibly made as
an exchange item but the handle is wrong for either design influence.
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Coolamon
Coolamons were used to carry water, gathered food or babies. This coolamon is well
made but is not a fine example. It was probably made in the 1970s for the tourist market.
It is made from the elbow of a tree to a Western Desert design but is smaller than usual,
a bit thick and has a rough finish.

Coolamon

Tiwi bag
This is a high quality miniature Tiwi bag, or pukamani, made as a replica for tourists
probably in the late 1950s or early 1960s. It is embellished with a design in ochre,
charcoal and pipe clay. They are traditionally used in funeral ceremonies.

Tiwi bag
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Tulu (formerly identified as clapping sticks)
A pair of carved wooden items, labelled as clapping sticks, was on display as part of the
exhibition in the Visitor Centre. No records were found and these were not removed from
display for further identification. Subsequently these were photographed and referred to
Dr John Stanton for comment. His response indicated that the two items are certainly not
clapping sticks, but of the category tulu, from the Western Desert bloc, probably from a
place on the Trans-Australian line like Ooldea or Kalgoorlie.
Tulu are restricted to men only, not really secret as such but should not be shown
publicly. They are used for love magic and sorcery. He recommended that these be
removed from display immediately and stored securely. This has since occurred and the
photographs taken deleted.

Ochre
The collection includes two blocks of trade ochre highly valued for ceremonial use,
decorating artefacts and painting. These are rare in the raw form and are in yellow and
red colours. The blocks were powdered using grindstones and mixed with water or oil for
use.

Yellow and red ochre blocks
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Kimberley/ Murchison/Western Desert/Goldfields artefacts
While these Murchison, Western Desert, Goldfields and Kimberley Aboriginal items have
no direct link to the Swan Valley, they have interpretive value in that they represent
objects brought or sent home by the gentry families who ventured north to open the new
pastoral leases of the colony. Several of these wealthy ‗Nor‘wester‘ pastoralists retired to
Guildford and built large houses. Guildford became a fashionable address with the rail
link to Perth allowing business interests to be pursued. Pastoralist families that moved to
the Swan Valley included Charles Harper of ‗Woodbridge‘, James Morrison of ‗Water Hall‘,
and the Viveashes, Middletons and Withnells.

South West artefacts
South West Aboriginal artefacts are very rare. This area is defined as south of a line
between the mouth of the Moore River and a point just east of Esperance. This was the
area of early colonial settlement and hence the region where the Aboriginal communities
and cultural practices were under the greatest threat from white settlers and the
diseases they brought. Much South West Aboriginal cultural material was exported to
Britain, France or sent to the Museum of Victoria and very little survives in Western
Australia.

Significance
The Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection of early Aboriginal artefacts has high
national, state and local significance for historic, aesthetic, scientific and social/spiritual
reasons. Most items can be provenanced to regions; the skill level is high - in some cases
exceptional; many items are rare and the condition is very good given the use and age of
the artefacts. The collection is representative of many regions within the State and, with
the exception of the restricted items, has high interpretive value. The South West
artefacts include some exceptionally rare examples from the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
It has been a privilege for the consultants to assess such an outstanding collection of
Aboriginal artefacts.
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Agricultural pursuits and equipment
Animal items
Collection of animal bells (in Gaol display).
One of the animal bells is cast but the others are made from old saw blades. Types
include Cloncurry, and Kentucky. The most significant bells are the sheep bells with
yokes from the era of early settlement prior to fences being built and shepherding was
the primary from of animal husbandry. These were made in three sizes and used on the
front, side and rear sheep in a flock. The largest bell was placed on the lead wether,
mediums on side sheep and the small size on animals at the rear. The shepherd would
carve the yoke, often of Sandalwood, and apply the leather straps.
The countryside the first settlers found was open woodland created by Aboriginal firestick
farming. Apart from patches containing poisonous plants, this was ideal for pastoral use
without the need for clearing or fencing. In 1801 the Frenchman Bailly wrote ‗The banks
of the (Swan) river appeared almost every where covered with beautiful forests which
extended a considerable way into the interior of the country‘. Captain Stirling‘s
exploration chart of 1827 describes the land between Perth and along the foothills as
‗fine open level farming country extending to the base of the range‘. In 1827 the botanist
Fraser reported on ‗the open state of the Country, a state which allows not a greater
average than 10 trees to an acre‘.
Similar open woodland was found by Ensign Dale when he crossed the Darling Scarp in
1830. Stirling selected a large acreage in the Beverley district which was soon leased for
sheep grazing and was one of the earliest pastoral properties in the colony. Between the
1870s and 1930s massive areas of the mid west, northwest and the Kimberly were
alienated as pastoral leasehold land predominantly for sheep grazing. Many Swan Valley
residents were associated with this industry.
The sheep bells with harness are of historic and social importance as they convey a
tangible link to the State‘s early pastoral industry. The bells are uncommon in such
complete form with original harness, are in sound condition and have high interpretive
value. They are Condamine type bells, which bulge in the centre them taper again toward
the mouth. This shape bell was also popular with drovers and stockmen as they ring more
readily and resonate longer and more strongly. They were used on horses that were
hobbled at night but allowed to roam. The sound of the bells helped locate the horses in
the morning.
The bells in the collection include sizes used on horses, cows, camels and goats and, with
the exception of the cast example, are all hand made from used saw blades by
blacksmiths. These are all of the type that have flat sides and are wider at the base. As
individual items and as a collection they have aesthetic value by the nature of their
individual manufacture.
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Bells
Sheep/Goat Bells

The dingo trap (94.45) while not an uncommon item has historic significance in that it
reflects the problems encountered raising sheep. Dingoes and poison plants were major
problems for shepherds attempting to maintain flocks. Dingos and wild dogs are still an
issue for sheep farmers and pastoralists today.

Branding irons
Livestock branding is any technique for marking livestock so as to identify the owner.
Originally, livestock branding only referred to hot iron brands for large stock; though the
term is now also used to refer to other alternative techniques such as freeze branding. A
branding iron is a tool, which uses the process of pressing a heated metal shape against
livestock to leave a scar to prove ownership.
By the first decade of the twentieth century the convention in Western Australia was for
brands to consist of two letters and a number. The letters could be upright or lay on their
side in a form known as ‗lazy‘. These were applied to horses, cattle and other stock in an
effort to discourage theft.
Two brands in the collection are from the pre 1900 era and provenanced to Swan Valley
properties. These are the ‗Belvoir‘ Loton property – a lazy L and 1 (87.114a) and another
from the Hamersley ‗Lockridge‘ property – a lazy H (87.114b). A third (87.114c) being
LB2 is possibly the post 1900 version of the Loton ‗Belvoir‘ dairy brand. Another is the
Charles Harper brand for ‗Woodbridge‘. Brand 3CY (87.10) is an example of the twentieth
century branding convention. These are all blacksmith forged.
The cattle earmarking pliers (07.50) made by the Western Australian Ear Plier Co. Perth
and from the estate of the late Judy Hamersley have historical significance as a later form
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of official branding replacing the hot iron brands. The State Government allocated these
and this example is provenanced to the ‗Lockridge‘ property.
These have historic significance due to their association with early Swan Valley colonial
family properties. They are in serviceable condition, representative of the importance of
stock raising and well provenanced. They are truly unique items and have interpretive
value in explaining ownership of stock where there is the possibility of roaming and
intermingling of herds. The practice of branding, in various forms, continues today but is
no longer a voluntary practice and brands now need to be registered with the regulatory
authority – the Department of Agriculture and Food.

Concrete horse trough
The concrete horse trough (96.21) by Arnold of 336 Beaufort St, Perth was thought to
have been used at Karrakatta cemetery and has historic and social significance for its
ability to convey the former importance of horses as transport.

Concrete horse trough manufactured in Perth

Silage cutter
The silage cutter is marked 86.117 but does not match the register entry and perhaps
should be 87.117, which is not recorded. This hand held silage cutter has historic
importance in conveying the story of how green feed was prepared as stock food. Many
early farming properties constructed concrete silos to store silage and this activity is not
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widely understood. Extant examples can be seen today in the Avon farming district. The
cutter is displayed in on the west wall of the Gaol.

Silage cutter

Dairying
The collection of dairy items has high social and historic importance. Many of the items
are directly provenanced to early Swan Valley properties (‗Belvoir‘, ‗Vinedale‘ &
‗Sandalford‘) and comprehensively cover the story of milk production. This includes
production from house cows often kept on suburban holdings through to dairy farms.
The wooden bail frame used to hold the cow, wooden milking stool, sloping side milk
bucket and dairymaid yokes convey the milk maid role often conducted by school
children as a standard part of their contribution to the economics of the family
household. Their representiveness of a former common activity, rarity as a complete set
of objects and condition provide high interpretive value. This status continues with the
inclusion of the early processing items utilised before separators came into use.
Early production items include the pan and skimmers used to extract the cream from the
buttermilk and the processing of cream into butter and cheese making. These include the
washing table, milk strainer and funnel, milk cooler, milk dipper, blue billycan with lid,
cheese tester, butter churns (wooden and metal types), butter press, butter brands
(patterns) and butter pats and the later milk separator and separator bowl. The whole
milk can (5 gallons) and lid with ½ pint ladle and the cream can and lid marked ‗Full –
Watsons Fremantle, Empty – J.F. Roe Guildford‘ complete the story through to transport.
The cow windvane from the Belvoir dairy adds interest and authenticity to this well
provenanced and important collection.
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Early butter production items

The ‗Belvoir‘ cow windvane

Belvoir Dairy
Other significant items donated by Sir Edward Thorley Loton from the Belvoir Dairy
include the complete sets of buggy (87.90) and cart (87.91) harness, a lady‘s side-saddle
(87.92), a horse muzzle (87.94) and a packsaddle frame (87.96). These items are well
provenanced and, apart from the packsaddle frame, are complete. These items are of
historic, social and aesthetic significance due to their integrity and the quality of the
workmanship displayed. The two single furrow ploughs (90.8) from the same donor and
property signify the early colonial cropping in the Swan Valley that was later found to be
better suited to the soils and climate east of the Darling Scarp.
The Loton (87.114a&c) branding irons cover the periods of branding cattle and horses on
the ‗Belvoir‘ property in both the 19th and 20th centuries.

Cart (top) and buggy (below) harness and horse muzzle (top right)
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Other household items and tools from ‗Belvoir‘ that have historic significance include the
front door lock and key (90.48), an augur and saw (93.58-59), the meat dish cover
(94.44), an oil can (95.6) and a parrot‘s cage (87.35) due to their attributable
provenance to this Upper Swan property that is now part of Brigadoon.
‗Belvoir‘ was part of the original Lot 4 of 3,813 acres allocated to Robert Menli Lyon in
1829. In 1830, 1,000 acres were transferred to Capt William Shaw who died in 1862.
Sir William Thorley Loton purchased one-third of Walter Padbury & Co in 1867 and later
acquired ‗Belvoir‘ in 1874, which was taken over by his son Ernest W Loton in 1897. Sir
William was a significant merchant, pastoralist and landowner in the1890s and became
Perth‘s first Lord Mayor between 1901 and 1903. He lived in Dilhorn House (in current
Northbridge) from its completion in 1898 until his death in 1924. In 1906 he was a
trustee of the Royal Agricultural Society (RAS) in Guildford. Loton Park (opposite Dilhorn)
was named in his honour c1910. Sir Edward Thorley Loton was the donor of the items
from ‗Belvoir‘.

Poultry
Poultry raising was an important industry in the Swan Valley to supplement the mixed
farming income activities and was a feature of household economies.
The collection of poultry related items have historic and social significance in that they
are representative of both commercial and backyard activities.
Significant items include the rooster caponising set (minus the scalpel) used for
castrating roosters that were then fattened for eating (93.36), the wooden egg crate with
local provenance (94.7), a chicken food trough made from a kerosene tin and on a
wooden frame, which is a good example of depression ‗make do‘ (96.2) and the
household egg scales (85.176). The wooden kerosene operated egg incubator (85.130)
on display in the Gaol and the later large electric chicken incubator lamp show the
changes brought about by the introduction of electricity.

Vineyards – wine making, dried fruit and table grapes
By 1860 the Colony had 400 acres of vines, mostly in the Swan Valley, producing 20,000
gallons of wine and 20,000 pounds of dried fruit. Important early vineyards were located
at ‗Houghton‘ estate owned by Dr John Ferguson, ‗Rainworth‘ run by William Harris and
Dr Alfred Waylen‘s ‗Garden Hill‘ at Guildford. Later important wineries were established at
‗Swanville‘ in Upper Swan, ‗Sandalford‘ and ‗Valencia‘ at Caversham and the ‗Santa
Rosa‘ winery at West Guildford (Bassendean). The Houghton and Sandalford labels are
still prominent today.
The collection includes examples of early grape secateurs (90.11) including a pair
reputed to be over 100 years old (98.3), homemade cincturing tools, a raisin strainer
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fashioned from a kerosene tin with holes from the Devenish Vineyard (88.9), a raisin
seeder (85.116) and grape dipping buckets made in the 1930s - 40s (07.47).
The home made items utilising kerosene tins, along with the examples of original tins in
their wooden boxes and those fashioned to serve as a chaff tin and chicken feeders,
have aesthetic significance as examples of Depression era ‗make do‘ ingenuity.

Hand pumps, motor spirit tins and ‗make do‘ items
The west wall of the Gaol displays the old motor spirit tins (―kero‖ tins) with holes used for
dipping grapes into a caustic solution to split the skins so they would dry faster for
raisins, currants and sultanas. These were then dried in trays on racks inside sheds. A
good example of these large grape-drying trays (97.11) used in the dried fruit industry is
outside the Gaol.
The rubber stamps and box marking stencils (some of which are on loan) indicate the
properties and grape varieties present in the Swan Valley and contribute to the packaging
and marketing story. The overall collection of grape growing items has high historic and
social value to the ongoing productive wine and grape growing industry in the Swan Valley
to this day.

Coopers Tools
The collection of cooper‘s tools, donated by the Lions Club, are the former tools of trade
of cooper G.T. Reeves and is highly significant. Coopers manufactured and repaired the
essential casks and barrels used in the winemaking industry. This collection has
significance for historic, social, aesthetic and scientific/research purposes. These tools
are accessioned under numbers 88.25, 27-30, 32-34, 36, 38-39, 41, 43-46, 51-52 and
are a comprehensive collection of the specialist trade tools of coopers. Anecdotal
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evidence from the donor suggests that Reeves worked for wages at a Bassendean estate.
Nolan, in Treasured Island (p85), refers to a Mr Reeves as being a member of the South
Guildford Progress Association in 1914 but none of the other references used mention
his name. This provenanced set of tools is in excellent used condition, rare in its
comprehensiveness and its interpretive value would be enhanced with the addition of
examples of wine barrels to the displayed collection.
Some of these tools are stored in the attic of the Gaol and it is recommended that the
items not currently on display be consolidated together in the artefact store when
shelving becomes available.

Fencing
Fences were an important issue in colonial times. Properties had to be improved to
achieve freehold title and regulations stipulated that fences were to have posts of fixed
heights and spacing - be they post and rail or mounted picket style. Wire fencing became
commonplace particularly after the introduction and widespread use of barbed wire in the
1880s.
The timber cutter‘s tools (see later reference) and the two-man wood-boring machine for
cutting slots in post and rail fencing (87.73) and another listed but not sighted (87.21),
the old jarrah post with three slots (87.22) and the original split fencing rails under the
harness in the Gaol have historical significance. The wire strainers (87.102ab) designed
to be mounted on a horse drawn cart and modified and used at the Lamont property in
the Swan Valley also have significance in the interpretation of the importance of fencing
in the development of the colony.

Farm cropping implements
The early hand and horse drawn cropping implements are of historic significance to the
development of the colony, which was desperate to achieve a level of self-sufficiency in
food production. The fertile Swan Valley and the port at Guildford were integral to this
requirement until the introduction of rail and the pastoral uses of land east of the Darling
Scarp changed to clearing and cropping in the later part of the nineteenth century.
Of note are the various hand operated scythes and sickles, the hay knife (87.115) and
the types of horse drawn ploughs. The Gavel rake, made of light coloured wood, is of
particular significance as a rare surviving example of the way sheaves of hay were
assembled. In this process the hay is cut by a horse drawn mower, and is then collected.
The rake supports the hay until enough is gathered for one sheaf and then a follow up
person does the tying. The horse drawn cultivator/harrow (07.40) is a good example of
the last of the horse drawn cropping implements utilised prior to the widespread use of
tractors.
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Horse drawn cropping implements

Artworks
Some of the artworks in the collection are exceptional examples of high historic and
social importance. They also have aesthetic appeal albeit that they may lack a high level
of artistic skill. They are important images from a time when photography was unknown
or in its early developmental stages. They have scientific and research value in that they
are able to correlate the information from written texts and maps as to the layout of
properties and the placement of buildings within the landscape.
Watercolour ‗Spring Park‘ c1830. (87.1)
Listed in the museum register as ‗Spring Park Farm‘ West Swan by the owner James
Minchin, pioneer, October 1829. Spring Park Location 15 - 2,666 acres was originally
assigned to Sir James Hume and transferred to Richard Lewis c.1833 and then to E.
Hamersley in 1840. James Minchin of Upper Swan left for the Victorian goldfields in the
early 1850s. If Minchin was the artist and owner - it may have been painted in the 1840s.
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Spring Park Farm c.1830
Oil painting - ‗Clayton Farm‘ by Dorothy Latter, undated.
‗Clayton Farm‘ Location 20b 1,186 acres was allotted to Henry Camfield in July 1830.
The property is in the foothills on the north bank of the Helena River. Henry Camfield‘s
original allotment was ‗Burrswood‘ Lot 35 1,000 acres at the site of the current
Burswood casino.

‗Clayton Farm‘ by Dorothy Latter
The painting depicts the two-storey Georgian style red brick farmhouse with out-buildings
set in the foothills of the Darling Scarp. The artist is not listed in The Colonial Eye or other
references.
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Oil painting – ‗Swan River and boats – Guildford‘ (87.9)
The painting depicts a paddle steamer towing a barge upstream with ‗Lockeridge Farm‘
with stoops of hay on the far bank.

‗Swan River and Boats‘ by Mrs H.B. Gull (sp?) (nee Palmer)

Original pair of framed coloured engravings of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert (87.6a&b)
that hung in the Mechanics Institute Hall c.1865. These have historic, social and
aesthetic significance.
There are other artworks present including an oil painting of fruit and flowers by L
Williams dated 1912.
Artwork listed but not sighted.
Framed print of a painting of the Preston Homestead in flood in 1872 (05.1).
The original Location P (1,280 acres) was assigned to Lieut. William Preston then
transferred to William Tanner and by c.1837 was owned E Hamersley and
renamed ‗Lockeridge‘. The largest recorded flood event on the Swan River was in
July 1872 which approximately equates to a 100 year flood event. At the Helena
River, the 1872 flood level was two feet three inches higher than the previous
1862 flood.
A watercolour of the original Octagon Church in Middle Swan (87.4) that hung at
‗Oakover‘. The current church on this site was built in 1869.
An etching of Guildford Grammar School by Austin H Platt (96.23)
Six prints of local buildings by Peter Harper (97.2)
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Bottles
The bottle collection includes glass and ceramic types used by producers in Guildford,
Fremantle, Midland Junction, Perth, Melbourne and overseas. Some have the original
paper labels. Their historic significance is with the local producers and that many are
locally sourced. The variety reflects that most were made overseas and the early use of
Guildford as a port for the distribution of imported goods.
A significant example is the cod type soda water bottle made for the F.J. Read factory in
James St Guildford (87.112) that was operated by a ‗horse works‘ - an example of which
is located in the museum precinct grounds.
The eight bottles found at Hill St Guildford (95.14) have social significance in that they
reflect the consumption at that address.
The four types of milk bottles (95.20) have social significance as they have good
interpretive potential to tell the story of milk distribution and the free issue of milk to
school children. Other examples include one from W. Letchford of Fremantle (96.16),
Castor Oil bottle with contents (04.19a) through to two Olive Farm Champagne bottles
(95.56) with labels from 1991 made before the use of French wine names was
discontinued.

Part of the displayed bottle collection.

Children‘s Toys
The comprehensive collection of children‘s toys and games have historic, social and
research significance due to their periods of use, variety and representativeness. Some
are in good condition but most show wear through extensive use, which adds to their
provenance. Many have aesthetic appeal.
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Of note is the rare wooden train set c.1845 (91.22) from Germany that is in extremely
good condition considering the fragility of the toy. This is a very unique toy, as many
people in the Colony, particularly children, would never have seen a train before.
Provenanced examples include the four games (92.7a-d) - dominoes, checkers, a board
game and table tennis and the boxed set of 9 dollies c.1914 (92.8a-j) from the property
‗Caroline‘ in Middle Swan.
The collection also includes six handmade toys (94.22a-f), a tea set (91.19), the book
‗Alices Adventures in Wonderland‘ 1912 (91.23), dolls (91.24), a miniature rolling pin
and pegs (91.25), spinning tops c.1905 (94.9) including one and a Diablo by a local
maker (94.18), a tricycle c.1922 (97.19), a Spanish doll (99.2), a toy dressing table
(01.29) and a toy sewing machine (04.6).

China, Silver, Personal (men‘s and women‘s) items, etc
A number of objects in the collection fall into this category. Fine china and silverware
were particularly important in women‘s lives prior to the twentieth century as they could
not legally own land or other property. Silverware was significant as a woman's
contribution to the financial part of a marriage, along with other household goods such as
fine china, linens and quilts.
Objects such as silver calling card cases, lighters, cigarette cases and other items carried
on the person and used on a daily basis while conducting business were a mark of a
man‘s social and financial status.
Without doubt, the single most important item in this class of objects is the silver nutmeg
grater engraved with the initials JSR (86.56). This object is of national, state and local
significance as it was owned and used by the first Surveyor General of the Swan River
colony, John Septimus Roe.
From the time he arrived until his death in 1878, J.S. Roe was influential in the
development of Western Australia. He made surveys of the sea approaches to the Swan
River, surveyed the sites of Fremantle and Perth, and 'with one sickly assistant'
superintended the marking of the town lots and land taken up by the pioneer settlers. He
was responsible for drawing up most of the land regulations. As surveyor-general he
became a member of the Executive and Legislative Councils. He was interested in civic
development and was the sponsor of many early moves in the progress of Perth.
Additional duties, such as that of registrar of brands, he accepted with reluctance but
dutifully carried out.
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Silver nutmeg grater owned and used at sea and in the Colony by John Septimus Roe

In 1829 he founded the 3100 acre estate of ‗Sandalford‘, named after the priory in
Berkshire where his father was rector. He was active in founding the Swan River
Mechanics' Institute and was its president for many years. This became Perth's first
cultural centre. His collection of botanical specimens won him membership of the
Linnean Society; later he extended his collection to include zoology and mineralogy and
thus laid the foundations of what became the Perth Museum. The claim has been made
that Roe was responsible for setting aside for public use King's Park. Roe certainly noted
as early as 31 December 1830 that 'the neighbourhood of Mt Eliza [King's Park] is
reserved for public purposes'.
Roe left records of sixteen journeys of exploration. The first eight, between 1830 and
1835 were comparatively short trips to the south and the south-west. In 1836 he went
east of Perth for about 180 miles (290 km) and then north for 100 miles (161 km). Three
years later he led a party north to provide help to the men from Captain George Grey's
expedition. His final expedition in 1848-49 occupied five months and took him to Russell
Range east of Esperance.
Historians have called Roe 'the father of Australian explorers'. This title takes into account
not only the survey work he did on the Australian coast and his inland expeditions but the
inspiration he gave to such younger explorers as John and Alexander Forrest, who were
with him as surveyors, and the Gregory brothers, who also worked with him. Roe's
capacity for work, his ability to apply himself, his careful keeping of records, and his will
to succeed earned the respect of all who were closely associated with him.
Roe died on 28 May 1878. His name is perpetuated in several places in Western
Australia, such as Roebourne and the Roe Highway.
The nutmeg grater was used principally during the period 1780 - 1840. The systematic
production of silver graters for nutmeg began in the late seventeenth century. A
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revolution in manners then gripped sophisticated Britons who began serving punch - a
brew of rum or brandy, fruit juice, sugar, and water laced with grated nutmeg and sugar.
A personal nutmeg grater became an essential addition to the ' punch equipage.
However, small boxes suitable for carrying in the pocket, and used to contain nutmeg,
were in use since the 18th century.
As utilitarian objects nutmeg graters were used and abused and the rare surviving
examples in excellent conditions are greatly researched by collectors. This object is a
rare and extremely valuable piece. In fact, given that it has John Septimus Roe‘s initials
on it, it is irreplaceable.
Other items of men‘s personal effects that have significance are a silver sovereign case
(85.28), silver card case (85.9), leather case and two packs of playing cards (86 – 71
a,b), gentleman‘s collapsible Malacca cane (85.157) and silver cigar case (85.63).
The silver cigar case (85.63) has state and local significance as it was presented to
James B. Roe, son of John Septimus Roe, on the occasion of his retirement from the
position of Inspector of Prisons in 1901 by the officers of the Gaol Department.

Silver cigar case c.1898
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James Broun Roe was born in 1833 in the Swan River Colony, where he also received his
education. In 1851 he was appointed as junior clerk in the Survey Department. In 1858
he was second in command to F.T. Gregory in the Government exploration party that
ventured north to map the area. The party followed the Murchison River and then the
Gascoyne River, discovering much good land. At the end of this three month expedition,
John Broun Roe returned to the position of record keeper at the Survey Department. In
1865 he was appointed as Registrar, Births, Deaths and Marriages and in 1877 he was
appointed Sheriff. In 1886 his responsibilities were added to when he was appointed
Inspector of Prisons. He is recorded as having attended 22 executions in the following
11 years. It is recorded in the History of West Australia (1897) that John Broun Roe was a
keen student of human nature, his position has enabled him to study the many phases of
mankind, and his graphic descriptive powers throw luminous side lights on the criminal
annals of the colony.
The leather case and two packs of playing cards (86 – 71 a,b) are significant for their provenance
as having been used by the Burges brothers on their voyage from New York to the Swan River
colony in 1830, just one year after the Colony was founded.

Leather case and two packs of playing cards c.1830 on display at the Guildford Visitor Centre

Gentleman‘s collapsible Malacca cane concealing a pen nib.
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Silver visiting card case c. 1903

Significant items of women‘s personal effects are a silver-plated spectacle case with
chatelaine attachment c.1890 (86.4), silver smelling salts bottle c.1894 (85.36), silver
smelling salts bottle c.1896 (85.166) and a half-hunter gold pocket watch (85.67).
These items are of local significance. The spectacle case and smelling salts bottles were
all used by women who were associated with some of the main Swan Valley and Guildford
estates including Fanny Harper at ‗Woodbridge‖, Mrs E. Ferguson at ‗Houghton‘ and Mrs
James Broun Roe at ‗Sandalford‘.

Silver-plated spectacle case with chatelaine attachment c.1890 on display at
the Guildford Visitor Centre
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Silver smelling salts bottle c.1894 owned and used by Mrs Fanny Harper at ‗Woodbridge‘
The use of smelling salts has been recorded in literature from Roman times as a way of
reviving people from a state of unconsciousness after they have fainted, been knocked
out
or
are
otherwise
non-responsive.
There are many variations on the forms of smelling salts, but the key ingredient is a
chemical compound called ammonium carbonate ((NH4)2CO3H20). Ammonium
carbonate usually takes a crystal form which a pharmacist would then mix with water or a
perfume, causing a build up of ammonia gas. This gas irritates both nose and lung tissue,
causing a reflexive inhalation. This increased breathing is what was believed to stimulate
consciousness. Various medical manuals of the 18th century often listed the use of
smelling salts to treat fainting spells (sometimes called "the vapors") and head injuries.
This aromatic remedy saw its heyday as a medicinal tool during the Victorian Era. The
reasons for this are more social than medical. Frailty was an ideal for the typical Victorian
woman. In fact, it was not uncommon for women to faint when shocked or exhausted.
Despite the commonly held belief that the constricting corsets that Victorian women wore
caused them to faint, this was not the case. Whatever the reason for this frequent
fainting, smelling salts were always kept around for just such an emergency.
The half-hunter gold pocket watch (85.67) has local significance as it is engraved on the
back Presented to Miss M.A. Gardiner eldest da. Major Gardiner / By the / Guildford Rifle
Volunteers and Mounted Infantry, as a mark of respect & esteem April 1888. Major
Gardiner was the officer-in-charge of the Guildford Rifle Volunteers for some time.
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Important pieces of silverware in the collection include sugar tongs c.1770 (85.8), bed
chamber stick and snuffer (85.68 a,b), three-piece silver tea service (92.28) and a silver
teapot c.1903 (85.4).
In its narrowest sense, ‗silverware‘, which includes eating utensils, serving dishes, and
decorative items, is made either of sterling silver (925 parts silver to 75 parts of another
metal) or of EPNS (electro-plated nickel silver) which has layers of silver plated over
nickel silver.
Flatware is the term used to describe utensils related to the serving or eating of food.
During the latter part of the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth centuries, wealthy
families had servants who prepared and served elaborate dinners, of up to ten courses,
that required the use of many different pieces of silverware. There was even special
flatware made for children. Each type of food had a special utensil for serving and each
course had particular types of knives, forks and spoons.
Hollowware refers to items, other than flatware, that are used for serving food.
Containers for every conceivable food were made. Bowls, water jugs, tea and coffee
serving sets, sauce boats, cups, goblets, tankards, salt dishes, salt-and-pepper shakers,
bread trays and baskets were all made.
Other items made from silver and used on dining tables to enhance the special occasion
are vases, candlesticks, and other decorative objects.18
The silver sugar tongs c.1770 (85.8) are more correctly known as ‗tea tongs. Such tongs
were used at the tea table for adding pieces of sugar, cut from a loaf, to tea. The scissors
type was the usual form between 1715 and 1770, after which it was replaced by the
tweezers or bow type, usually referred to as 'sugar nips'.
The bed chamber stick and snuffer (85.68 a,b) were owned and used by Mrs Fanny
Harper at ‗Woodbridge‖ to provide light on the way to and in the bedroom prior to electric
lighting being installed in the house. The silver teapot c.1903 (85.4) was used by the
Hamersley family at ‗Lockeridge‘.
Associated items are two wine decanters, (port and sherry) with Sheffield labels or ‗bottle
tickets‘ (85.108 a-g). These were used at ‗Houghton‘ and very much reflect the early and
continuous history of the ‗Houghton‘ estate as a vineyard and producer of fine wine.

18

McNab, Jessie. "Nineteenth-Century English Silver". In Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/19es/hd_19es.htm (October 2004)
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Clockwise from bottom left - silver sugar tongs c.1770, three-piece silver tea service, wine
decanters, silver teapot c.1903

Bed chamber stick and snuffer

Important pieces of porcelain (also known as ‗china‘) are a 64-piece tea set, c.1890s
(94.8 a-aak) and two moustache cups and saucers (85.1 a,b and 85.2 a,b). The tea set
is provenanced to use in Guildford and Bassendean from the 1890s until 1934 and by
the donor‘s grandmother so has high local significance.
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Tea set c.1890s (part only shown) and known to have been used in Guildford and
Bassendean until 1934
The two moustache cups and saucers (85.1 a,b and 85.2 a,b) are also provenanced to
use in the Guildford area and were donated to the Swan Guildford Historical Society by
Mr Joe Woollcott otherwise known as ‗Jersey Joe‘. He is thought to have been a soldier
settler and used the moustache cups and saucers up until the time of donation of the
items in 1965. These items have high local significance as they are representative of a
particular group of settlers in the Swan Valley area, the returned World War I soldiers who
were given allotments of land to farm.

Two porcelain moustache cups and saucers and a porcelain shaving mug
The moustache cup is generally acknowledged to have been invented by Harvey Adams.
They were popular from 1850 until 1900 while large, flowing moustaches were in vogue.
The moustache cup has a semi-circular ledge inside of it. The ledge has a semi-circular
opening to allow the passage of liquids and serves as a guard to keep moustaches dry.
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The ledge of china held the hair out of the liquid in the cup. This kept the moustache tidy
and also kept the moustache wax from melting.

Convict items
The historic precinct in which the museum is located is based around the Courthouse and
Gaol of the 1840s. Between 1850 and 1868 convicts arrived in Western Australia. This
period of growth was instrumental in saving the struggling settlement. The collection
contains historically and socially significant period items in the form of cuffs with an
integral chain link to the chain used in chain gangs and a fold-up government-issue iron
bed.

Handcuffs with linking leg irons chain as used in chain gangs.
The mid 1800s government-issue fold up iron single bed is the type used in Gaols and
barracks in Western Australia. They can be found marked with the B  O acceptance
stamp by the pre 1856 Board of Ordinance that then became the War Department. This
one is of the same pattern but unmarked.
The metal bucket (possibly 5.18 from the original numbering system) with a brass
maker‘s plate may have been an original Gaol bucket.
The reproduction convict clothing has interpretive value only.

Documents
The document collection consists of a range of items from the diaries and journals of first
settlers in the area through to school and general information books and from single
manuscripts and records of high historical value through to photocopied newspaper and
magazine articles of little value.
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Documents of high historical and social value include:
Eliza Shaw‘s Diary (24 Dec 1875 – 28 May 1876) which chronicles five months in the life
of early settlers in the Swan Valley. Eliza Shaw (1794 – 1877) was the wife of Captain
William Shaw, a retired military captain who arrived in Western Australia in 1830 on the
Egyptian and obtained the grant of ‗Belvoir‘ by transfer from R.M. Lyon. Far from being a
long litany of women‘s outings and gossip, Eliza‘s writings are mostly concerned with the
work of the farm and how it is progressing, along with detailed account keeping. Many
early settlers‘ names are mentioned during course of diary entries and also their estates.
Isaac Wood‘s Diary (1840) and Letterbook (1848 – 1859) Isaac Wood was a trader who
imported goods from England for sale in the new colony. He also had an interest in a
lead mine near Geraldton. The diary reflects his life in England prior to arriving in
Western Australia.
The Letterbook contains letters written in relation to his own business and also letters
written on behalf of other people, presumably who were illiterate. The Letterbook
contains ten years of correspondence from Isaac Wood to various people including his
family in England, his banker and letters regarding goods, services and trade carried out
by him and others. The Letterbook offers a fascinating insight into the life of a trader who
established a business and a comfortable life for himself and his family in Guildford the
first thirty years of settlement in Western Australia.
William Burges Diary (1876) The diary begins on January 4th and concludes at October
5th 1876. The first entries are about life in the settlement and chronicle a sea journey
from Perth to Albany, Melbourne and on to Isle of White and London. Written on the
flyleaf of the Diary by his brother are the words
Commended in Western Australia, 1st January, never to return, as he departed
this life, the 16th October, the same year and all his friends had reason to be
proud of a good Christian and a good Colonists and a true and affectionate
brother and respected by all who knew him.
Sophie Phillips (nee Roe) Embroidery and Design book, 1821 – 1848
Sophie Roe was born on Christmas Day 1829, one of the first children to be born in the
Swan River Colony. Her father was John Septimus Roe who arrived at the Swan River
Colony aboard the Parmelia in June 1829, appointed as the first Surveyor General. In
January 1829, by special arrangement, Roe had married Matilda Bennett, on the Isle of
Man, a few weeks before he sailed from Portsmouth in the Parmelia. Sophie was the first
of their thirteen children. Several of their sons were prominent in public life in Western
Australia.
In 1847, at age 18, Sophie married Squire Phillips and they settled in Culham near
Toodyay. Soon afterwards they visited England where her Aunt Sophie gave her this
book, which she had started in 1821. It has a wealth of information about the patterns
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used in nineteenth century needlework, sometimes with working notes on colours, or
names of friends associated with the pieces. Sophie died in 1902.
John H. Tindale – Pharmacists Prescription books
John H. Tindale worked as a professional pharmacist prescribing and preparing various
cures for people afflicted with illness in the Swan Valley and Guilford districts. He is listed
as being registered with the Pharmaceutical Society of Western Australia, established in
1892.
These books are of high social and historical value as they provide an unusual glimpse
into the lives of people living in the Swan Valley and Guildford in the first three decades of
the twentieth century. All contain alphabetically ordered lists of names of patients
prescribed to, followed by the recipes of each prescription dispensed, who it was
dispensed to and where they lived geographically.
1st January 1906 – 31st October 1907
1st December 1915 – 31st March 1917
1st April 1920 – 31st December 1920
1st November 1921 – 30th November 1922
1st December1922 – 31st December 1923
John H. Tindale – Notebook (Undated)
Contains information about various diseases and cures, some hand written by Tindale
and also cuttings from newspapers and magazines with cures for both humans and
animals.
Convict list
This copy of an 1865 document, uncovered in the Guildford Colonial Gaol in 2005, lists
those convicts who came to the Colony between June 1850 and July 1857 and who were
still on the books of the State‘s Convict Department in 1865.
This rare document gives a detailed description of each convict including personal
characteristics such as height, eye and hair colour, build, distinguishing marks and
occupation. There are recognisable trades such as brewers, bakers, engine fitters and a
jockey, together with those that are no longer employed in twenty-first century Western
Australia such as a tinman, iron dresser and cooper.

Firearms and accoutrements
The collection of early colonial firearms includes outstanding examples of provenanced
handguns that have historic, social and aesthetic significance.
Of particular significance are the six shot percussion cap pepperbox revolver c.1835-50
(85.103) and the flintlock duelling pistol (85.107) provenanced to Captain Richard
Goldsmith Meares.
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Captain Meares was a regular army officer and a Napoleonic Wars veteran of the Battles
of Vittoria and Waterloo. Then he became a compulsorily retired officer on half-pay who
migrated with Thomas Peel to Clarence, the proposed town site near Fremantle. He
was a man of means and arrived with his family and seven servants and goods worth
₤1,000. Following the failure of Peel‘s venture, Meares settled in Guildford with his wife
and eight children in 1831. He was granted eleven allotments on the river north of
Church Square where he built a large house ‗The Bower‘ in Swan St. He also had
considerable land holdings in the interior. In 1840 he was elected as the first Chairman
of the Guildford Town Trust. In 1841 he moved to the Murray district and was a
magistrate in Pinjarra and York.

Captain Meares‘ pepperbox revolver 85.103

Captain Meares‘ duelling pistol by gun maker Fowler 85.107
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A second duelling pistol by gun maker Armstrong 85.109
The percussion double-barrelled pistol (85.105) made by ‗Fowler‘ and provenanced to
‗Millendon‘ and the second and matching duelling pistol (85.109) albeit by a different
manufacturer also have historic and social significance as items for personal protection
and for the questionable practice of duelling to salvage honour, Duelling was, at that
time, considered the only honourable way for a gentleman to settle disputes involving
questions of his character and integrity. Initially, the formal duel with its elaborate ritual
and codes of conduct was fought with swords but later special duelling pistols were used.
The practice appears to have died out in the second half of the nineteenth century.
An object of particular historic and social importance is the Pattern 1842 Musket
(86.187). This example was discovered in the roof attic of the donor Mr Traylen, of
Market St, Guildford. This pattern musket was issued to the company of the 12 th
Regiment of Foot based in the colony between 1856 and 1867 and was also used by
troops, of the same regiment, that attacked the Eureka Stockade in 1854. They were the
second type of firearm issued to the Enrolled Pensioner Guards that served in Western
Australia between 1850 and 1868. This example was manufactured in 1850 and was
taken into government service in 1855 at which time it was inscribed with this date and
the Board of Ordnance (B  O) acceptance stamp.

Musket Pattern 1842 (86.187)
The three powder flasks (85.111-113) were used to load black powder in measured
amounts into the barrels of the muzzle loading firearms used in the early colonial period.
These three powder flasks have historic, social and aesthetic significance and are from
the ‗Henley Park‘ property in West Swan.
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Powder flasks (86.111-13)
The 12-gauge shotgun and .22 rifle (04.4ab), both rendered innocuous, have some
significance as the most common type of firearms used by farmers in Western Australia
for vermin control in the twentieth century. The .303 military Short Magazine Lee Enfield
(SMLE) rifle (96.1) is representative of the standard issue firearm of WWI, WWII and the
Korean War. After WWII these were widely used in Western Australia by farmers and
professional kangaroo, dingo and crocodile shooters.

Furniture
An outstanding piece in the collection is the chest of drawers attributed to Major Irwin
(86.111) and marked on the rear ‗Major Irwin Swan R‘. The two-piece matching pair were
known as military chests and usually had folding handles attached for use during
transport. The handles were often removed when the parts were reunited as household
furniture. Irwin‘s chests were not fitted with handles, which probably reflects his high
status. There are two sets of military chests in the Western Australian Museum collection.
One with handles fitted and the other has had them removed.
Major Irwin‘s chest of drawers is of national significance for historic, social and aesthetic
reasons.
Captain Frederick Chidley Irwin (1788-1860) arrived in the Swan River Colony on the
HMS Sulphur in June 1829 as commanding officer of a detachment of the 63rd Regiment
consisting of one other officer and 66 men. His mission was to protect and help establish
the colony. Irwin's role as Officer Commanding the troops afforded him the further
position of Vice Chairman of the Legislative Council appointed by Stirling in January
1831. From September 1832 until September 1833, Irwin was temporarily appointed to
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act as Administrator of the Colony while Stirling was absent, after which he returned to
England.
In 1837 he was promoted to major and returned to Western Australia with his new bride
where he was made permanent Commandant of the Western Australian Forces. It was on
this trip that he brought the chest of drawers. He was further promoted to Lieutenant
Colonel in 1845.
In February 1847, Irwin took office as acting Governor until the arrival of the new
governor in August 1848. He retired from the army in 1854 and returned to England in
1856, where he died in 1860.

Major Irwin‘s chest of drawers (86.111)
The witness box (02.35) from the Guildford Courthouse has historic and social
significance particularly in the context of the extant nature of the original building.
The large painted kitchenette in the Gaol kitchen display may be of significance but no
record was located of its donor or origins.

Governance
The collection of items pertaining to the original Guildford local authority are of state
significance and have historic, social, scientific and aesthetic significance.
These include the original Municipality of Guildford seal c.1840s (99.37), the set of brass
inspector‘s weights x14 (85.124 a-n) engraved Government of Western Australia 1862,
the brass balance scales (85.137), the set of copper inspector‘s liquid measures (85.132
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a-g) along with the weights and measures cabinet (02.30) from the original Municipality
of Guildford.
In 1862 the General Roads Trust Act was amended to provide for the local authority to
control weights and measures. Mr H.T. Devenish was appointed as Guildford‘s first
Inspector and he retained this office until the year of his death in 1874.
The office tables (02.40/41, 05.9) in the artefact store are possibly of early municipal
use. The leather and steel ballot box for state elections (06.23a) has historic and social
significance.
The tobacco jar (95.22) that belonged to E.A. Evans, an early 1900s Guildford mayor, and
the Guildford Local Authority stamp from 1963 (99.6) are tangible links to twentieth
century local governance.
The Guildford Town Trust was established on 28 January 1840 and was the third such
body in the colony. The main income was from the rental of the ferry service.
In 1867 the colony was divided into six electoral districts, with the Swan Valley being one
of them. Local Government was established in Western Australia in 1868. The first
election of the Swan Districts Roads Board Committee was held at the Guildford
Courthouse on 21 September 1868. Renamed the Guildford Municipal Council in 1871,
it served for 120 years before being amalgamated into the Swan Roads Board in 1960 as
the Swan-Guildford Council. In 1970 it combined with the Municipality of Midland to form
the Shire of Swan. In April 2000 city status was achieved.

Household/domestic items
The collection contains a remarkably comprehensive selection of domestic household
and personal items. The range is too numerous to list but much was brought out from
England and is provenanced to use in the Swan Valley.
Examples include the cottage collections of kitchen/household items 90.46, 90.49, 91.4.
While condition varies from well used and damaged to some items in good condition for
use and age, as a total collection these items are of high historic and social significance
being representative of the periods of use and change. Collectively they have excellent
interpretive potential particularly to illustrate the changing nature of domestic duties over
time when linked to education programs.
There is a good and varied selection of domestic and other lamps, particularly kerosene,
some with good provenance. Examples include 85.77-86 and 85.90.
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Local Manufacturing Industries (flour milling and brickworks)
Flour milling
One of the essential elements of self-sufficiency of the new colony was the ability to
process grain from crop farming into flour. The early flour mills were masonry structures
powered by the wind with timber and canvas sails or timber framed and water powered
using waterwheels on streams or rivers. The advent of steam allowed mills to be
constructed at central locations convenient to settlers.
Guildford‘s Peerless Flour Mill had its origins as the John Green Mill in Hay St Perth. This
was purchased by Walter Padbury and the machinery transported and re-erected in
Guildford in 1898. In 1915 the new multi storey Peerless Flour Mill was erected on this
site and at the time was the largest electrically driven mill in the State. The mill operated
into the 1970s and burnt down on the 9 April 1975.
The Peerless Flour Mill stone laid by Walter Padbury in 1915, and on display in the Gaol,
is of historic significance as are the Peerless Flour bag c.1962 (97.30) which is marked
‗for export to Jahore, India‘, along with a second example in the costume collection
(CT94.45). The photographs of the fire of 1975 have good interpretive value in illustrating
the demise of the mill.

The dramatic fire of April 1975

Photograph courtesy of Alan Goodchild

Brickworks
Local clay became the basis of local manufacture of bricks for the construction of
buildings and wells. In some cases they were also utilised as flooring and the Gaol cells
have brick ceilings. Later baked clay tiles were manufactured for roofing. The collection
contains numerous bricks made by ticket of leave convicts, others collected from local
buildings that have been demolished and those of local manufacturers. These have
historic and social significance and include examples from Turton‘s Brickyard 1887 in
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Guildford, Jas Turton of Woodbridge and other locally provenanced bricks (94.25-31)
including examples of well liner bricks (04.10). There are also tiles from the Turton &
Piecy Tileworks – Woodbridge; a fired clay paving slab (95.10abc 95.45-46) and a
channelled ceramic item of unknown use marked Jas Turton.

A selection of 24 bricks displayed in the Gaol

Maps and plans
The collection of maps and plans is comprehensive of the subdivision of the Swan Valley
and has high historic, social and research significance.
The original hand drawn map ‗Spring-Park Farm‘ 1839, particularly viewed along with the
watercolour ‗Spring Park‘ c1830. (87.1), is an outstanding item with high historic, social,
aesthetic and research significance.
Adjacent to Stirling‘s ‗Woodbridge‘ property, ‗Spring Park‘ Location 15 - 2,666 acres was
originally assigned to Sir James Hume and transferred to Richard Lewis c.1833 and then
to E. Hamersley in 1840.
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Map ‗Spring-Park Farm‘ 1839

Migrant
Most items in the collection reflect origins from Britain heritage and culture. In the early
1920s, following the racial conflict on the Goldfields in 1919, Italian and Yugoslav
migrants settled in the Swan Valley. These hard working migrants brought experience of
grape growing and wine making in a Mediterranean climate.
The collection of items, some brought out from Croatia, from Mr & Mrs Miosevich (99.4465 less 47 & 00.1-27 less 22-24), who lived in the Swan Valley in the 1930s through to
the 1950s have high historic and social significance for interpreting the migrant
contribution.
RECOMMENDATION: The Swan Guildford Historical Society should concentrate efforts on
strengthening this part of the collection through actively seeking out donations of objects
that will add depth to the interpretation of migrant families and their contribution to the
development of the Swan Valley.

Military
Colonial
Detachments of regular British army troops were based in the Swan River Colony
between 1829 and 1869. These were companies from the following Regiments of Foot 63rd, 21st, 51st, 96th, 99th, 12th, 14th and a company of Sappers and Miners between
1852 and 1862.
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Between 1850 and 1868 Enrolled Pensioner Guards were sent out as convict escorts
and settlers became a local reserve force. The brass badge marked ‗Local Companies‘
(95.16) is one of the Pensioner badges worn on the uniform kepi cap and the brass belt
buckle.
In 1859 the British government announced it would be withdrawing regular troops from
Australia and urged the colonies to raise locally based volunteer units. In Western
Australia three such units were raised in 1862 being the Perth and Fremantle Volunteer
Rifles and the Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteers.
In 1874 the Guildford Rifle Volunteers were formed and linked administratively with the
reformed Metropolitan (Perth) and Fremantle Rifle Volunteers to form the 1st Battalion
West Australian Volunteers. Each unit retained its own distinctive uniform and badges
until 1893 when the Battalion was renamed the 1st Infantry Volunteer Regiment with new
standard uniforms and badges. The helmet plate adopted for use by this regiment was
star shaped and surmounted by a Guelphic (type of Queen Victoria) crown with a black
swan under the word ‗Vigilans‘. An example of this 1st Infantry Volunteer Regiment helmet
plate (86.18) was donated by Colonel Wilson of Upper Swan in 1966.
In the collection is a Pattern 1876 Martini Henry socket bayonet with scabbard (85.88) of
the type used by the Volunteers from the late 1870s until the early 1900s.
These three items have high historic and social significance and represent the locally
based defence forces found in the Swan Valley in the second half of the nineteenth
century.
Other Important military items include the chest of drawers of Major Irwin of the 63 rd
Regiment, previously discussed and the Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteer tunic, details of
which are found under the section on Textiles.
The folding campaign washbasin, stand, razor and strop (86.206abc) of 1890s vintage
and used by the Right Reverend Charles Owen Leaver Riley (1854 – 1929), reputedly
during the Boer War, are of high historical and social significance. Riley arrived in
Western Australia in February 1895 and was made senior chaplain of the Western
Australian Defence Force with rank of Major. In 1897 he was promoted to Lieutenant
Colonel and then to Colonel in 1908. He did not serve in the Boer War so these items
were likely used in his pastoral travels with the local forces. In 1916 he was made
Chaplain General to the AIF and served on the Western Front but then lost all his
possessions when his returning ship was sunk. C.O.L. Riley became the Anglican
Archbishop of Perth and was an influential figure in Western Australia.
Another item of similar vintage and interest is the folding military campaign chair in
Taylor‘s Cottage. No records were sighted for this chair so its provenance is lacking
unless recalled by volunteers.
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Boer War
The Boer War era uniforms, the Hussars patrol jacket (85.133) and the Gordon
Highlanders uniform items (85.125-128) are from British units and, without recorded
local provenance, are of little significance.
WWI
Some well provenanced items from World War I have historical and social significance.
These include the leather leggings (87.118), kit bag (94.33), money belt (97.10) and the
Turkish water bottle captured in Palestine in 1918 (87.111). These items were those of
3658 Trooper Herbert George Hamersley, a station hand, from Lockeridge, Guildford who
embarked with the 33rd (and final) reinforcement for the 10th Light Horse in March 1918.
Herbert had enlisted as an 18 year old on 23 November 1917 and saw action in
Palestine against the Turks of the Ottoman Empire. The water bottle is a rare item and
has significance for being souvenired in the final battles to defeat the Turkish forces. This
is of particular of interest given the cultural significance of Anzac Day, which
commemorates the opening of the Gallipoli campaign in which the Turks were victorious
against the Allied forces.

WWI Kit bag Trooper HG Hamersley (94.33)
The mirror and razor used by 3200 Trooper Benjamin Barker of the Camel Corps from the
same campaigns has similar significance. Benjamin also enlisted in 1917 and was
transferred to the 10th Light Horse when the Camel Corps was disbanded.
Both Herbert and Benjamin survived the war and returned in 1919.
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Other WWI items, which contribute to the interpretation of this conflict, are the leather
leggings (93.31) of Lieutenant Harold Arthur Devenish of the 16th Battalion who served in
Belgium and France, a clock face (86.220) souvenired from the Battle of Arras during the
Somme disaster in 1916 and a brass Christmas tin (86.221) issued to troops in 1914.
A particularly rare and significant item is the bedroll of Sister Clifton of the WWI Australian
Army Nursing Service. The small nursing contingent played a vital role in treating the
wounded and this artefact has high interpretive value in relaying the role of women in
WWI. Nurses were often located close to the front lines and within enemy artillery range.

WWI Australian Army Nursing Service bedroll
Two other significant items, listed but not sighted, are the framed Roll of Honour for
Guildford 1914-18 (01.32) and a framed WWI poster (99.28ab).
WWII
The collection contains numerous badges, medals, buttons, colour patches and rank
stripes and insignia from the WWII era whose significance would be enhanced by the
items being formally identified, catalogued and interpreted. This grouping also includes
WWI items.
The Pattern 1907 bayonet with scabbard and webbing frog (97.18) is representative of
the pattern used by Australians from WWI until after the Korean War.
The Jerusalem flowers (86.222) are an example of souvenirs sent home to sweethearts
by troops sent to the Middle East in the early years of WWII.
The leather flying helmet (85.34) is representative of the many thousands who served in
the RAAF. Little evidence of naval items was sighted which may reflect the ‗inland‘ nature
of Guildford and the collection.
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WWII Home front
The home front items include a socially and historically significant spinning wheel (90.36)
used by Red Cross volunteers for making scarves, socks, etc for the troops at the various
fronts and in prisoner-of-war camps. This activity was very important for maintaining troop
morale.
The Air Raid Precautions and other civilian issue badges (92.25, 97.14), four blackout
globes (97.17) and the motorcycle blackout cover (90.21) are significant for
communicating the impact of war on the home front. The WWII steel helmet (95.13) is
unusual for having a leather liner and was probably used in home defence activities.

Photographs
The photographic collection is comprehensive and contains about 900 loose photographs
plus those framed and in albums. They are recorded by folio headings some in family
groups, by building, event and by street scenes.
Examples with high historic, social and research significance include:
Mr & Mrs Harper (framed) pioneers who built ‗Woodbridge‘ and were founders of
Guildford Grammar School (92.6)
Dr & Mrs Viveash 1863-73 ex Tanner, Ferguson, ‗Oakover‘ (87.2)
Dr & Mrs John Ferguson 1860-72 Colonial Surgeon (87.2)
Cattle – Prizewinners at the RAS Guildford (87.7)
Cars 1925 in long frame, James St photographer, vigneron connection (96.4)
Daguerreotype photo (1/2 in frame) 1939 + type images (97.28)
‗Houghton‘ ex Barrett Lennard (01.30)
Baptist Church members ex W Padbury (01.34)
James Morrison a Guildford stock and station agent and member of the Guildford
Municipal Council ex SB Morrison (01.37)

Textiles/costume
Generally the term textile refers to woven fabrics however, in heritage collections the
term has a broader meaning and covers materials which are produced by other means,
including the interlacing of yarns, such as knitting, lace making and netting; and other
needlework techniques worked through a woven base, such as embroidery and canvas
work.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection has a broad range of textiles including:
costume
uniforms
millinery
tapestries
dolls, parasols and fans
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patchwork and applique
quilts
teddy bears
needlework
ethnographic textiles
samplers
fur
Textile and costume collections can reveal a great deal about people‘s economic class,
their religious and political beliefs and the ways in which they worked and played at
particular periods in the history of a place, a State and a nation.
The Swan Guildford Historical Collection has a significant collection of men's, women's,
and children's garments and accessories—from wedding gowns and military uniforms to
christening
gowns
and
underwear.
The items in the collection represent the changing appearance of Swan Valley residents
from the time of settlement in 1829 through to the 1960s. In a paper published in 2007,
Damayanthie Eluwawalage makes the strong point that fashion in colonial Western
Australia was influenced by both external and international sources. The British heritage
of the settlers was a major influence in the colony and British governance was visible in
every facet of colonial society... Customary formalities such as mourning rituals, religious
rites and other societal functions, including etiquette were conducted in accordance with
British practice. In attire, strong acceptance of European fashion was evident
throughout the nineteenth century... There is significant similarity between some
surviving clothing in Western Australian collections and clothing in British collections, for
example, in the Museum of Costumes, Bath and in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.19
The clothing and textile collection contains many items of importance but of particular
significance are the following:
Men‘s garments and accessories
Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteer Troopers Red Tunic, c.1868-70 (CT93.20)
Red wool tunic worn by Trooper Marshall Waller Clifton, a member of the Pinjarrah
Mounted Volunteers from September 1868 until April 1870. It is styled after the Light
Dragoon Guards‘ tunics. The buttons, cord and olivets are made from silver. One of the
first three volunteer units to be raised in Western Australia, the Pinjarrah Mounted
Volunteers was the first mounted unit in Western Australia in October 1862.
The uniform of the Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteers was very similar to that of the British
6th Dragoon Guards, probably chosen because its leader, Captain Theodore Fawcett, had
19

Eluwawalage, D., ‘Fashion and Clothing in Colonial Western Australia – A Historical Overview’ in Fargo, S. (ed.),
Early Days: Journal of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society (Inc.), Volume 13, Part 1, 2007, p.79
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been in the Guards. The scarlet tunic was worn with white pantaloons, white helmet and
spike, overboots and steel spurs. The unit was raised in 1862 and was financially
supported by Fawcett for twenty years until it was disbanded in 1882. The uniforms were
made in England, along with arms, accoutrements and saddlery.
This rare example of a Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteers uniform jacket is the only known
example extant outside of the Western Australian Museum collection.

Pinjarrah Mounted Volunteers Red wool tunic

Gentleman‘s Black Bowler Hat and Leather Hat Box (CT94.78a & CT94.78)
Fur felt bowler hat made by Woodrow Hats of England for Hicks Atkinson & Sons of
Melbourne. Leather hat box manufactured by John Southgate & Co., London and labelled
―Expressly for use in India & China, etc.‖. The hat box has ―J.B. Roe‖ embossed on it.
Owned and worn by James Broun Roe (son of John Septimus Roe) of ‗Sandalford‘.
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James Broun Roe‘s bowler hat and hat box on display at the Swan Valley Visitor Centre
The Bowler Hat was first created in London in 1849 by St. James Street hatters George
and James Lock. The Locks‘ design was made up by hatters Bowler Brothers, whose
family name was adopted for the new style. The hat had been commissioned by a
customer who wanted a close-fitting, low-crowned hat to protect his gamekeepers' heads
from low-hanging branches while on horseback. The keepers had previously worn top
hats, which were easily knocked off and damaged. It was also hoped that the new style of
hat would protect the keepers if they were attacked by poachers. While most accounts
state that the customer was William Coke, a nephew of the 1st Earl of Leicester, recent
research has cast some doubt on this, and it is now believed that it was instead Edward
Coke, the younger brother of the 2nd Earl of Leicester.
Gradually, more sophisticated riding hats replaced the bowler hat and the bowler hat
gained use as a hat to be worn on the street by well-to-do folk.
Prior to the advent of the bowler, hats were easily readable markers of social distinction.
Members of the gentry wore top hats, while the working man traditionally wore a flat cap.
The bowler hat changed all that. Precisely because it had been designed as a working
hat, it became the adopted business uniform of a whole number of different trades.

Women‘s garments and accessories
Green Cotton Day Dress c.1875 (CT95-12)
This cotton day dress has significance at a State level. It has a very good provenance and
was originally owned and worn by Mrs Grace Drake-Brockman nee Bussell. It was made
in Western Australia and used in Guildford. It is well worn and shows signs of having
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been altered a number of times to fit different sizes. It may have been worn by any or all
of the six girls in the Bussell family.

Green cotton day dress c.1875 worn by Grace Bussell
Grace Bussell was the daughter of one of the first European settlers in the AugustaMargaret River region of Western Australia. Her parents Ellen and Alfred Bussell moved to
a property they named Ellensbrook in the 1850s, to start a dairy and cattle farm. This
area would later become known as the town of Margaret River .
Grace Bussell came to public attention in 1876 when she and stockman Sam Isaacs
rescued passengers and crew on the stricken ship, S.S. Georgette. Grace Bussell and
Sam Isaacs were both awarded medals from the Royal Humane Society of England.
Frederick Drake-Brockman, a government surveyor, heard of Grace's courageous efforts
and rode from Perth, some 300km, to meet her. They married four years later, in 1882,
at St Mary's church in Busselton. In 1885 they moved to Guildford where five of their
seven children were born and raised.
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Frederick Drake Brockman joined the Department of Public Works and Railways in 1886
and was Surveyor-in-Charge of road and telegraph routes from Wyndham to Hall's Creek.
In May 1891 he transferred to Lands and Surveys, becoming Chief Inspecting Surveyor in
1894. As staff surveyor he marked out the second line of the rabbit-proof fence from the
Murchison to the Eucla. After the department's decentralization in 1910, DrakeBrockman served as district surveyor for Nelson until appointed Surveyor-General in June
1915.
Drake-Brockman was also a remarkable explorer. In 1901 he and his party explored
previously uncharted territory in the Kimberley, north of latitude 17°. By identifying
topographical features mentioned by Sir George Grey, T. C. Sholl and Frank Hann and
naming others including the Princess May Ranges and the Calder and King Edward rivers,
Drake-Brockman succeeded in reconciling existing discrepancies and so completed
reliable plans. His party also gathered geographical, geological and botanical information,
and Aboriginal artefacts and ornithological specimens for the Western Australian
Museum.
During his career he was chairman of the land section of the Repatriation Board, the
Wodgil Board, the Town Planning Association and the Licensed Surveyors Advisory Board,
and a member of the Railway Advisory Board. In England in 1905 he actively promoted
migration to Western Australia. Frederick Drake-Brockman died in September 1917. His
wife Grace Bussell Drake-Brockman continued to live in Guildford where she died in
1935, aged 75.

Black Satin and Damask Dress (date unknown) (CT89-3a&b)
This black satin and damask dress consists of two pieces, a skirt and a bodice. It was
owned and worn by Mrs Fanny Harper, wife of Charles Harper, of Woodbridge in
Guildford.
Known as one of the rich Nor Westers, Charles Harper had gradually built his wealth, first
farming between Beverley and York then taking sheep to Roebourne, entering the
pearling business and, from the proceeds of pearling, bought a one-third share in the
357,341ha de Grey station in 1871. Selling this in 1878 he bought the Western
Australian Times with Sir Thomas Cockburn-Campbell as his nominal partner and
managing editor.
On 23 March Harper married Fanny, daughter of Robert de Burgh of Caversham, and
settled at Woodbridge, near Guildford, on the 470 acres (190 ha) selected by Governor
Sir James Stirling in 1829. Charles Harper and Fanny De Burgh completed the building of
Woodbridge in 1885. They raised a family of ten children there and Charles Harper
opened Woodbridge School in the house in 1896.
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Black satin and damask dress worn by Fanny Harper of Woodbridge
Woodbridge became a productive sheep, dairying and orchard property of major
significance in local agricultural research. Charles Harper was the first to irrigate with
artesian water in Western Australia, and designed successful earthworks to conserve the
rich silt washed down the Swan River for his orchard. He co-operated with George
Compere, government entomologist, in a search for parasites to combat indigenous
pests, sent to Japan for orchard stock, consulted Swan Valley vignerons about improved
methods and vines, invented a shearing machine and patented a food product from the
core of the blackboy tree and a process for treating septic tank effluent.
An early advocate of mixed wheat and wool farming, Harper wrote extensively on
agricultural and pastoral topics, passing on the results of his experiments and reading
through his daily West Australian and the rural weekly Western Mail, both founded in
1885. He advocated experimental farms, giving a lead on his own properties and in
partnership with William Catton Grasby, whom he brought from South Australia in 1905
to be agricultural editor of the Western Mail. Harper and his son Walter, working with
Grasby, discovered the soluble-phosphate deficiency of local soils long before
superphosphate was generally used in Western Australia. They are also credited with
developing the first local wheat varieties, Gresley and Wilfred, named after two Harper
sons killed at Gallipoli on 7 August 1915. These wheats were used in Western Australia
and New South Wales for many years.
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Believing that public life demanded the highest integrity, Harper was persuaded to enter
politics only after thorough personal stocktaking, but he soon won respect and
distinction. He represented the North District in the Legislative Council in 1878-80, York
in 1884-90 and Beverley in the new Legislative Assembly in 1890-1905. He served on
several select committees, was chairman of royal commissions on customs in 1893, the
Coolgardie water scheme in 1902, forestry in 1903 and immigration in 1905, and was
chairman of committees in 1897.
In 1899-1900 he broke with Sir John Forrest over Federation and lavish public spending.
In December 1903 he was nominated Speaker by the Liberal premier, (Sir) Walter James.
After the 1904 elections he declined reappointment and went into opposition to James,
thus becoming one of the few independents responsible for the accession to power of
Western Australia's first Labor government, although he believed that the party needed
experience in office to temper its radical tendencies. In August 1905 he voted against the
Labor ministry and retired before the next general election.
Harper died at Woodbridge on 20 April 1912, survived by three sons and four daughters
of his ten children. Among his memorials is the Guildford Grammar School, which
originated in 1896 in the billiard-room at Woodbridge with fourteen pupils, three of them
Harper girls, and after moving to its present site in 1901 was bought by the Anglican
Church in 1911. After his death, his wife Fanny and two daughters Aileen and Mary
continued to live at Woodbridge until 1921.

Lady‘s Afternoon Tea Apron c.1885 (CT93-45)
This heavily embroidered apron was worn by Clara de Burgh (mother of Mrs Fanny Harper
of Woodbridge) while pouring tea for afternoon tea at both Caversham and Woodbridge.
It was in use for twenty years between 1885 and 1905.
Robert de Burgh had been the Superintendent of the Convict Depot at Toodyay from
1854. He was also a Director of the Western Australian Bank and was known to have
employed 60 ticket-of-leave men from 1852 until 1873. In 1868 he was elected to the
Swan Districts Roads Committee.
In the late 1870‘s Robert de Burgh sold all of his estate west of West Swan Road to his
sons-in-law , Charles Harper of Woodbridge and Henry Brockman of Cheriton, Gingin. In
1886 he purchased the estate known as Caversham Rise for £450.
In the mid 1890‘s the remainder of the estate was subdivided by Henry de Burgh who
had succeeded his father on the latter‘s death in 1884 and then began the
establishment of the vineyards of today. Following the subdivision in the 1890‘s
Caversham (it appears de Burghs dropped the "Rise" from the name) passed to Frederick
Drake Brockman and his wife Grace, together with B.H. Darbyshire.
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Afternoon tea apron c.1885 worn by Clara de Burgh
In 1901 Caversham was sold to Adrian de‘Espeissis, a professionally trained
agriculturalist, who had come from New South Wales in 1896 to work in the new
Department of Agriculture. He was a member of a syndicate which bought Carlisle, the
old Caversham property west of West Swan Road sold earlier to Charles Harper. Here just
before the turn of the century a vineyard and winery was established. First called
Carlisle, its name was later changed to Santa Rosa and later still to Valencia by which it is
still known. Robert de Burgh‘s grandson, Walter de Burgh, still owns land and lives
nearby, thus maintaining a continuous family presence in the Swan Guildford district of
over 123 years.

Off-white Cotton Voile Blouse c.1915 (CT89-13)
Worn by Miss Aileen Fanny Harper daughter of Charles and Fanny Harper of Woodbridge.

White Voile Camisole (CT92-17)
Worn by either Miss Aileen Fanny Harper or Miss Mary Elizabeth Harper, daughters of
Charles and Fanny Harper of Woodbridge.
White Cotton Camisole (CT92-18)
Worn by either Miss Aileen Fanny Harper or Miss Mary Elizabeth Harper, daughters of
Charles and Fanny Harper of Woodbridge.
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Cotton voile blouse c.1915 worn by Aileen Harper

Voile and cotton camisoles worn by the Harper sisters

Shawl c.1850‘s (CT91-2)
This large mid-Victorian shawl made from silk and wool was owned and worn by Mrs
Eleanor Meares, wife of Captain Richard Goldsmith Meares. This block-printed paisley
shawl was likely to have been made in Scotland or India. Shawls of this type were worn
during the 1850s and 1860s to complement the wide crinoline supported skirts of that
time.
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Shawl (c.1850s) worn by Eleanor Meares
Born in 1780, Richard Goldsmith Meares joined the army in 1808. He distinguished
himself at the Battle of Waterloo and was promoted to the rank of Captain in 1817. In
the same year that he joined the army, he married Eleanor Seymour. He arrived at the
Swan River Colony with his wife and eight children in December 1829.
Living at first in a carpeted marquee on Rockingham Beach, he had great difficulty in
feeding his family and seven servants while he struggled without success to make
Thomas Peel fulfil the agreement made prior to them departing from England.
In 1832 he and his family moved to Guildford. In 1837 Meares became a justice of the
peace and in 1840-41 was government resident for the Murray district where he had
6273 ha of land. At the same time he acquired land in the Avon valley and in September
1842 he moved to York as its Resident Magistrate at a salary of £100. The opening of a
convict hiring depot at York increased his responsibilities, but the district gained a courthouse, hospital, good roads and an Anglican chaplain.
His Guildford home was furnished with great style and noted for conviviality befitting a
dashing army officer. He was the first secretary of the club formed in 1839 for importing
English thoroughbreds, and he also became an early director of the Western Australian
Agricultural Society, had a fine garden and fruit trees at Guildford, and at York cultivated
grape vines and introduced a new type of barley. Eleanor Meares died on 20 January
1854 and Captain Meares on 9 January 1862.

A number of textile items have been donated to the Swan Guildford Historical Society
collection by Mrs Min Plunkett, who is a direct descendant of Dr Samuel Waterman
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Viveash, the first Resident Magistrate. Viveash arrived in the Swan River Colony in
December 1838 and took up land in the Avon District. However, in 1847 Viveash was
appointed as the Resident Magistrate, a role that he undertook along with practising his
profession as a doctor. He was the longest serving Resident Magistrate of the Swan,
holding the position until 1872. Initially he leased the estate of Wexcombe in Middle
Swan. His death is recorded as being at the estate of Ashby on 13 June 1880, aged 81.
These items, a White Cotton Waist Petticoat c.1890 (CT02-33), White Cotton Chemise
c.1890( CT02-32), Long-sleeved White Cotton Nightdress c.1890 (CT02-31) and a
Bead Evening Shoulder Cape c.1902 – 1925 (CT02-35) were owned and worn by Mrs
Plunkett‘s grandmother, Mildred Brown (nee Viveash) who was the fifth daughter of Dr
Samuel Waterman Viveash. Mildred married John Alban Brown on 28 August 1890.

Cotton waist petticoat and cotton chemise, both c.1890, worn by Mildred Brown (nee
Viveash)
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Cotton nightdress c.1890 and bead evening cape c.1902-25, worn by Mildred Brown
(nee Viveash)

Children‘s garments and accessories
The history of children's clothing reflects the attitude of adults toward childhood, as, until
very recently, children had no voice in the matter.
Until the social revolution of the late eighteenth century, rigorous and sometimes violent
child-rearing practices encouraged early conformity to adult standards of behaviour.
Because the average life span was only 30 years, children were forced into early
adulthood, usually between the ages of 7 and 9, depending upon their social status.
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries true children's wear emerged. This
form of dress bore no resemblance to adult clothes and aimed to provide comfort and
convenience for the young. The pendulum swung back to discomfort in the 1820s when
children were again subjected to the whims of adult fashions. The industrial revolution
enabled a rising middle class to practice a new level of ostentation, in which children
were again used to indicate the social status of their parents. Victorian materialism put
girls back into crinolines and bustles, and both young boys and girls into stays, long hair
and numerous petticoats. Older boys wore tunics, short pants, trousers and a variety of
military-style uniforms, which at times provided ease and comfort. However the emphasis
was no longer on the child's welfare and needs. Children were dressed in elaborate
garments and hats, high-heeled narrow shoes, and heavy, stiff, dark fabrics until the end
of the nineteenth century, despite the opposition of dress reformers.
Four items of children‘s clothing from the de Burgh collection, Child‘s White Cotton Dress
c.1880 (CT92-44), Child‘s White Twill Dress c.1880s (CT92-28), Child‘s White Twill and
Braid Dress c.1880s (CT92-29) and Infant‘s Carrying Coat c.1880 (CT95-22)
are significant for their historic and social value but they are also hand sewn, so have
significance for the opportunity they present to examine the craft of hand stitching
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garments and its application in the late nineteenth century. These garments are thought
to have been manufactured in Guildford and worn in Guildford and the Swan Valley at
that time, possibly by the grandchildren of Clara de Burgh.

White cotton dress c.1880 and white twill dress c.1880s worn in Guildford

White twill and braid dress c.1880s and infant‘s carrying coat c.1880 worn in Guildford
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Christening Petticoat c.1880 – 1890 (CT93-76)
This white lawn christening petticoat is completely hand sewn and has ―Baby Hassell 2‖
inscribed on the back overlap. The christening petticoat was donated to the Swan
Guildford Historical Society in 1980 by Mrs J. Roe of Caversham. Mrs Roe (nee Hassell)
was christened in this gown as were her children, her grand children and her great grand
children. With good reason, this garment is known as the Hassell Family Christening
Petticoat.

Christening petticoat c.1880 worn by several generations of the Hassell family

Other textiles
Almost as important in signalling a person or family‘s wealth and status as the clothing
they wore were other textile items such as table linen. Hand sewn and embroidered table
linen by the women of the family was highly regarded. The Swan Guildford Historical
Society collection has a linen table cloth that spears to have been made in 1773, a date
that pre-dates the settlement of the Swan River Colony by some 50 years.
Damask Linen Table Cloth 1773 (CT94-69)
This tablecloth was donated by Mrs F. Roe of the ‗Sandalford‘ estate and was presumably
used there. The linen is in very good condition apart from one very small hole. Two of its
hems are hand sewn and the other two are the selvages of the material. The cloth is
hand woven and has a date mark of 1773. It is recorded as having been used by the
Corney family.
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Damask linen tablecloth 1773
Of less importance as their provenance is either not known or not directly related to the
Swan Guildford area but still have value because of their representativeness, their
condition and their interpretive potential are the following items:
Gentleman‘s Frock Coat c.1900 (CT 03-1). This item of nineteenth century standard
business attire of the Victorian era has been dated at c.1900 however it may be from a
somewhat earlier time period, possibly around 1860.
Frock coats emerged around 1816 and were probably originally of military origin, worn
buttoned to the neck with a standing 'Prussian' military collar. They were worn as informal
wear during the early decades of the nineteenth century, and became increasingly
popular from the 1830s onwards. As the frock coat became more widely established
around the 1850s, it started to become accepted as formal day time full dress, thus
relegating the dress coat exclusively to evening full dress, where it remains today as a
component of white tie. Through most of the Victorian era it continued to be worn in
similar situations those in which the lounge suit is worn today such as in weddings,
funerals, and by professionals.
Smoking Caps c. 1837 – 1901 (CT04-4 and CT04-5). These fine examples of
gentlemen‘s smoking caps made from luxurious materials and boldly coloured and
embroidered are typical of the fashion. These together with brightly coloured smoking
jackets were favoured, in the 1800s and early 1900s, by middle class men for wearing
while relaxing at home. Primarily they were worn to keep the smell of cigars and
cigarettes from infiltrating their hair and other clothes.
In the 1800s smoking caps were often made by middle class girls as gifts for their
fathers, brothers and fiancés. However they were also manufactured and available
commercially.
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Wedding Dress and Petticoat 1901 (CT98-8a,b,c). This polished cotton and lace wedding
dress, together with the cotton petticoat worn under it, was manufactured by Charles
Moore & Co in Perth. Charles Moore & Co was a large department store which operated
in Perth from the late nineteenth century until the late twentieth century. The dress was
made for Miss Mary Hamersley and worn by her at her marriage to Dr William Archibald
Logan of Wellington, New Zealand.
Mary Hamersley was the granddaughter of Edward Hamersley who owned the ‗Pyrton‘
estate.
Wedding Dress c.1860 (CT89-1). This wedding dress from the 1860s is made from wool
muslin, known as barége. The fabric has a pattern of green leaves on a burgundy and
cream background. White has not always been the only acceptable colour for wedding
dresses and even well into the twentieth century, a bride would expect to adapt her
wedding dress for other uses. Many superstitions grew up around weddings and the
colour of the gown was a popular source of luck.
Married in White, you have chosen right,
Married in Blue, your love will always be true,
Married in Pearl, you will live in a whirl,
Married in Brown, you will live in town,
Married in Red, you will wish yourself dead,
Married in Yellow, ashamed of your fellow,
Married in Green, ashamed to be seen,
Married in Pink, your spirit will sink,
Married in Grey, you will go far away,
Married in Black, you will wish yourself back.
A cream silk nightdress c.1930s (CT02-34), red silk shawl c.1920 (CT03-3) and
wedding gown 1958 (C06-8) donated by Mrs Min Plunkett that were worn by Mrs
Plunkett‘s mother, a granddaughter of Dr Samuel Waterman Viveash, and by Mrs
Plunkett are also important items. They are important because, when taken in context
with the items that belonged to Mrs Plunkett‘s grandmother, they form a continuous link
from today back to one of the first settlers in the Swan Valley and Guildford area. They
also provide an insight into changes in fabric types, the manufacture of garments and
fashions.
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Trades tools
The rich variety of trade tools is of high historic, social and in some cases aesthetic
significance.
An outstanding and rare comprehensive grouping is that of the early timber cutters.
These include a rare pit saw (94.43), a rare shingle cutter (87.100), broadaxe (87.106),
small axe (87.107), various examples of crosscut saws (94.42, 02.19), a Kelly and other
axe heads (89.13, 96.6), four wedges (88.3) and hammer brands ‗H‘ (92.33c), ‗A7J‘
(95.24) and an axeman‘s brand from a sleeper cutter (88.2). Examples of used shingles
are on display and stored in the Gaol attic. As a set these have high interpretive value in
explaining the hard and remote life of the early timber cutters in the colony.

Rare pit saw (94.43) centre and vertical
There is a comprehensive collection of various carpentry, wheelwrights and boat building
tools. Of particular note are:
The set used by Stephen and Tom Demasson of Guildford at the turn of the last
century and then stored at the home of Beatrice Demasson in Swan St (93.6-12,
16, 18, 20, 23-25, 28, 29).
Those tools used by Mr Howell, a Guildford carpenter (88.53, 54)
Tools from R. K. (Bob) Hammond 89.1-11 (inc other items)
Moulding planes of W. Howell, a local carpenter
Some boat building tools (caulking iron 93.12abc, etc) and the old treadle
operation wood lathe.
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Other trades represented are boot makers, blacksmiths, plumbers, farriers and butchers.

Other significant items
Brass plaque (95.55) brought to Western Australia by Governor Stirling in 1829. Used by
Governor Campion at the Guildford centenary celebrations in 1929 - not sighted.
Marshall‘s Shoe Store canvas sign James St Guildford (95.40)
Medallion to 1900 Guildford schoolmistress named Ella Crease (07.3 see also 85.37)
Guildford school medallion for punctual attendance 1909 - Alice Frizzell (09.4)
Nurses graduation badge 1924 – great state history to 1930 (94.34)
Pokerwork plaques x 2 1925 (97.12ab) by Edith Cowan (nee Brown) 1861 –1932, the
first Australian woman elected to parliament. The square plaque depicts spider orchids
and the oval plaque has kangaroo paws. They are inscribed on the rear ‗With love from
Edith Cowan Christmas 1925‘ - not sighted.
In 1921 Edith Cowan became the first woman elected to an Australian Parliament. She
was the second woman in the British Empire, after Nancy Astor, House of Commons, to
achieve this historical status. Edith was the member for West Perth 1921 – 24 and a
campaigner for women and children‘s health, welfare and education
Tobacco cutter & wooden base owned by G.E. Roe, brother of J.S. Roe (99.14)
Wooden road blocks - known as Hampton‘s Cheeses (87.18) after the Governor John
Stephen Hampton (1862 –1868) who widely utilised convict labour for public works
projects. These blocks were recovered from the road constructed between South
Guildford and Victoria Park and have historic significance, as they are indicative of the
sandy country downstream of Guildford and the Swan Valley and the need for alternative
access to the area other than by river before the introduction of rail in 1881.

Items not considered significant

Sea shell and rock collection donated by John Malcolm (93.37-45) - not sighted.
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Donors of note
This is not a comprehensive list of all items donated by an individual or family but
illustrates the strengths of the collections based on the excellent provenance provided
and the links to the early colonial families and properties of the Swan valley.
Noel and Margaret (Meg) Tanner of 14 Swan St Guildford who donated her and items
linked to Devenish Vineyard Caversham, HA & BM Devenish, Mrs Steven Devenish and
her daughter Mrs Bion Fernentier (sp?) of Busselton.
92.28 Tea service (used by HA & BM Devenish)
91.33 Manicure set c1903 Guildford use,
93.2, 4, 94.2, 4, 6 Cigarette case, lighter, etc Devenish use.

Mrs Judy Hamersley of ‗Lockridge‘, Guildford. Mary Julia (Judy) Harper married Herbert
Hamersley whose family owned Lockridge Farm.
The farm was resumed by the State government about 1950 and they moved into a
house behind Guildford Grammar School on the river at 444 Great Eastern Hwy, West
Midland/Woodbridge.
85.47 Armourer‘s brace (ex James Drummond & used by him in Peppermint
Grove then by Mrs Hamersley in Guildford)
85.48 Brace scotch pattern (use as above)
85.54 Broach – originally property of Mrs John Drummond (nee Caroline
Lockhart) grandmother of Judy Hamersley
85.87 Wine glass – ex Lockridge
86.4 Make up jar
86.63 Shaving paper holder
86.102 Childs high chair
90.27 Ladies riding crop
90.1 Farriers tool kit (used at Lockridge then Woodbridge up until 1989)
92.11 Soap dish
92.14 Ring holder
92.31 Farm workbench ex Lockridge
92.32 Hacksaw
92.36 Cigarette maker
93.17 Plane (ex Lockridge)
94.32 Prismatic compass used by Hamersley‘s in Guildford and in the NW pre
1930
95.29 Cigarette case
97.5 Wire gauge
97.10 WWI 10LH money belt
01.21 Pizzle whip
99.25 Knife rest (ex Miss A Harper Woodbridge)
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99.26 13 x Aboriginal spearheads ex Kimberley (ex Woodbridge)
After her death – from her estate.
06.27 2 x framed photos of racehorses
06.28-31 Domestic items & tools
07.1-14, 26-35 Domestic items, tools, food preparation & bottles
07.3 Embossing tool – Lockridge. Guildford. W.A. (see photo)
07.50 Cattle earmarking pliers WA Ear Plier Co Perth – allocated by State Govt
08.6, 7 Odd tool, Oyster knife

Houghtons Middle Swan Mrs JV Ferguson and Mr Don Barrett Lennard
86.107 Double bed
87.29 Milk jug & Sugar basin
88.49 Pack saddle stand
09.5 Photo framed Mrs Isabella Ferguson (nee Maxwell) studio shot by WA
Newspapers

Clayton Farm Helena Valley Mrs D Dick
90.14 Iron bed & wire mattress (in cottage)
93.5 Aust quinine bark and seeds ex Kimberley region
99.10 8 x paragon clothes books
02.19 Spectacles case

‗Caroline‘ Middle Swan Gardiner Estate Elizabeth Connor – link to Miss Rita Gardiner dcd
1934? Also Miss Jean Gardiner (Guildford/Bassendean) whose daughter is Mrs Doris
Eunice King (nee Lovelock) see 91.34+
85.138ab Sugar basin with lid from ‗Spring Park‘ West Swan used by the Minchin
family. Donated in 1965
90.29-34 Kitchen items c1900
90.36 Red Cross spinning wheel WWI troops items
90.36 Kero pump
92.7 Games x 4
92.8 9 x dolls
92.22 Set leatherwood tools
92.24 Playing cards x 7 packs
93.35 Kitchen clock
94.8 Tea set (37 pieces) 1850 –1890
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Sir Edward Thorley Loton of ‗Belvoir‘ Upper Swan
85. 12, 13, 16, 20, 21, 22 Dairy items
85.106a-m Dairy (butter) winemaking
86.147 Cruet set
Cellar baskets x 2 ‗Belvoir‘ (location now?)
86.96 Wheelchair used by his mother Lady William Loton
86.97 Splashback for washstand
87.96 Pack saddle frame – for carrying wooden posts at ‗Belvoir‘

Miss Aileen Harper, 60 Mount St Perth – mother Mrs Clara De Burgh ‗Woodbridge‘
85.17 Basket cellar
85.34 Shoe hook
85.36 Smelling salts
85.41 Letter opener
85.49a-k Children‘s tea set
85.68ab Chamber stick and snuffer
85.91 Plate
85.142ab Bags, beaded
85.147 Fan
85.157 Malacca cane
85.161 Buttonhook
85.163 Apron
85.172 Scales apothecary
85.180 Seal (family)
86.46 Porte jupe (skirt holder)
86.102 High chair child‘s – used ‗Woodbridge‘
86.142 Food cover
86.159 Fire tong set
86.161 Fender from bedroom at Woodbridge 1885-1921
86.162 Bellows
86.163 Bellows
86.164 Sherry or port glass

Mrs Maeva Roe (nee Bennett) (Mrs JS Roe) of ‗Sandalford‘ West Swan
85.63 Cigar case presented to James B Roe Esq. Inspector of Prisons on his
retirement 15.3.1901
85.71ab Bowler hat and box used by J.S. Roe in England and at ‗Sandalford‘
85.95-99 Plaque, medallions
85.166 Smelling salts container
86.51 Scent bottle
86.56 Nutmeg grater – silver - engraved JSR (John Septimus Roe) First Surveyor
General of ‗Sandalford‘ on the Swan
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Mrs Maude Ferguson ‗Houghton‘ - Charles W Ferguson late of ‗Houghton‘ Middle Swan,
Donald Ferguson ‗Oakover‘ Middle Swan, John M Ferguson* of ‗Houghton‘ retired in
favour of nephew Don Barrett Leonard
85.156 Jigger
85.44ab Candlestick
85.28 Sovereign case
85.27 Meat dish
85.23 Pill case
86.58 Carafe – water glass
86.60 Wash basin set
86.149 Water bottle
86.89* Wash stand marble top – used at ‗Houghton‘
86.100* Towel rail wooden

Mr William Murray ‗Henley Park‘ West Swan (Mrs Chadwick) ex Scotland
85.188ab Potato masher
85.189 Ladle wooden
85.176 Egg scales (repeated)
85.119 Gun case (repeated)
85.111-113 Powder flasks (repeated)

Mrs Stella Anderson (nee Honey) Unit 19, 70 Victoria Ave, Mount Claremont left a number
of items to the museum following her death at age 103. Daughter of Frank and Stella
Honey. Frank was the magistrate at Guildford Courthouse, a Councillor and a Mayor of
Midland. Mr Frank Anderson of Swan St Guildford donated the Captain Meares flintlock
duelling pistol 85.107
06.14a-e. Crockery set c1898 used by her parents
85.125 Glengarry bonnet
07.3 Medallion to 1900 Guildford schoolmistress named Ella Crease (see also
85.37)
85.66ab Pocket watch
85.133 Hussars jacket
86.99a-I Gordon Highlanders outfit c1900
87.34abc Saucepans, cast iron x 3 – used Swan Valley
92.39 Pen wiper 1913
93.26 Flask used by her father the ex mayor
94.11abc Cups & saucer

Miss Pat Lindsay (for the Clifton family) South West early colonial family
86.73-77 Medical chest and items
91.12 Belt
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Miss Mary Birch of the Mechanic Institute, Guildford has donated many personal items
87.18a-d Colonial road blocks
91.9 Glove box
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15. Statement of Significance for whole collection
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection is the third most important collection in
Western Australia, surpassed only by the Western Australian Museum and Royal Western
Australian Historical Society collections.
The Swan Guildford Historical Society collection contains a number of individual objects
that have significance at a state level and some that have national significance. A great
number of objects have high local significance and are known to have been used in the
area during the earliest years of settlement.
However, taken as a whole, the Swan Guildford Historical Society collection has
significance at a national level for the following reasons:
Guildford has been classified as historically significant enough to the
development of the material and cultural fabric of Australia to be listed on the
Register of the National Estate. It is considered that Guildford represents every
phase of Western Australian history up to 1900. Guildford was the first
settlement east of Perth and the third place to be settled after Perth and
Fremantle. Guildford was also the base for the penetration of settlement into the
Avon Valley and the Victoria plains.
The collection is afforded greater significance by being situated within the former
Guildford Courthouse and Gaol on Meadow Street, which is considered to be one
of the most historically significant streets in Guildford and opposite Stirling
Square, the historic centre of Guildford.
The collection contains objects owned and used by John Septimus Roe and his
family at the ‗Sandalford‘ estate which Roe had established. J.S. Roe is one of
the most important men in the establishment of the state of Western Australia
through his work as the first Surveyor-General.
Within the collection are discrete collections of objects from some of the earliest
estates enabling a picture of the lives of some of the earliest settlers to emerge.
The collection contains objects that are representative of a continuous history of
occupation in the Swan Valley and Guildford areas from the traditional owners,
the Noongar, through to the 1960s.
The collection contains within it highly individualised objects that are
representative of the earliest industries in the area including grape growing which
continues through to today.
RECOMMENDATION:
The high significance of the collection would be enhanced through the employment of a
trained and experienced curator. A curator should be employed to refine collection
management and curatorial systems, apply for grant funding, implement the
Interpretation Plan and provide on-going assistance and training to the volunteer
curatorial team
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APPENDIX 1
Consultant‘s Brief
SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE SWAN GUILDFORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY‘S
COLLECTION
PROJECT CONSULTANT‘S BRIEF
INTRODUCTION:
This project will involve significance assessment of the Swan Guildford Historical
Society‘s collection.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES:
The aim of the project is to undertake a broadly adopted significance assessment of the
Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection. This will include documenting more
significant items.
A report will be produced that will enhance awareness of the value of this collection and
form the basis for the Swan Guildford Historical Society and/or the City of Swan to seek
grant funding and government support for future exhibitions and collection conservation.
BACKGROUND:
Formed in 1962, the Swan Guildford Historical Society (SGHS) is dedicated to preserving
the history of the area and making it available for the education and enjoyment of visitors
to the region.
The SGHS are custodians of an exceptional collection of objects, photographs, textiles,
maps, books, documents, old tools and machinery, and costumes that reflect the history
of Guildford and the Swan Valley1. In particular, they have one of Western Australia‘s
most significant costume collections.
The Society is fortunate that many donated items in their collection are of historical
significance.
In particular, past and present members have been direct descendents of original
settlers, which has resulted in many of the donated items in the collection being
priceless, irreplaceable and of State significance.
The SGHS offices are located at Hamersley House, 119 Swan Street in Guildford. This
building is one of five located within the Guildford Heritage Precinct. The other buildings
are: the Guildford Courthouse/Visitor Centre c.1866, Guildford Gaol c. 1841, Taylor‘s
Cottage and a storage shed.
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The City of Swan employs staff and volunteers in its seven day a week management of
the Swan Valley Visitor Centre which operates our of the Guildford Courthouse. The Swan
Guildford Historical Society‘s volunteers manage the Guildford Gaol and Taylor‘s Cottage.
Both buildings are currently opened to the public for five hours three days every week
(entry is by donation). The Society also maintains a number of items in their collection
that are on display within the grounds of the precinct.
At present, a small proportion of the SGHS collection is accessible to the community and
visitors seven days as part of the current exhibit in the Guildford Courthouse/Swan Valley
Visitor Centre. There are further items of the collection on display within the Guildford
Gaol, Taylor‘s Cottage and Hamersley House as well as the grounds of the Guildford
Heritage Precinct. Other items of the collection items are easily accessible - stored in the
shed located behind Hamersley House.
All items in the SGHS collection have been manually catalogued but have never been
formally assessed as to their significance.
The Society has for some time been considering what opportunities are available to
further showcase their collection to the community and visitors. Additionally, the City of
Swan in partnership with the SGHS, is about to commence a new interpretation plan for
the entire Guildford Heritage Precinct and the Mechanics Institute that will be completed
in 2009. It is anticipated that this plan will include appropriate displays of items from the
Swan Guildford Historical Society‘s collection.
ELEVANT POLICIES AND DOCUMENTS:
SGHS Collection Records of artefacts, which have been manually recorded to
museum standards for 17+ years – estimated at 2000 items. There are also 600
textiles, 900+ photographs, 400 books, 40 maps on Mosaic (maps only on Mosaic)
and a number of additional documents.
Swan Valley and Eastern Region Visitor Centre Heritage and Tour Guiding Manual
(2004) – this document has details of SGHS items that were displayed as part of the
first exhibition at the Visitor Centre (2003-2008);
SCOPE OF WORK:
The Consultant shall broadly analyse the SGHS collection to assess its significance.
This assessment shall be based on Burra Charter principles (refer to Attachment 1)
and the standard set of assessment criteria for objects and collections outlined in
Collections Australia Network‘s Significance: A Guide to Assessing the Significance of
Cultural Heritage Objects and Collections (refer to Attachment 2).
During this process the consultant shall ensure brief details of the most significant
objects in the collection are included in the resulting report.
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The consultant shall produce a report to Museums Australia WA and Heritage Council
WA standards. This report needs to:
Formally document the significance of the SGHS collection based on Burra
Charter principles and Collections Australia Network primary and comparative
criteria.
Ensure the report addresses the collection‘s history and context;
Ensure the report identifies the collection‘s value to communities;
Ensure the report identifies and provides brief detail of the most significant items
in the collection from a local government district/regional/state/national
perspective.
The Consultant shall conduct consultation with relevant stakeholders and specifically:
Swan Guildford Historical Society President, Celia Miller;
SGHS members that manage specific areas of SGHS collection;
City of Swan officer Sharon O‘Reilly;
Consultant/s appointed to produce the interpretation plan for the Guildford
Heritage Precinct.
The Consultant will be responsible for liaison where applicable with relevant
organisations for advice and approval in ensuring the report meets heritage and
museum standards.
COPYRIGHT
The Swan Guildford Historical Society will retain copyright over any material produced in
association with this project.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT, TIME FRAME AND CONSTRAINTS:
The SGHS is applying to the City of Swan‘s Community Grants program to fund this
project. It is anticipated that the work involved in this brief should take no more than the
equivalent of 2-3 working weeks with the anticipated date for the completion of the
project July/August 2009.
The project will be managed by Celia Miller, President Swan Guildford Historical Society
and City of Swan Project Officer – Tourism Sharon O‘Reilly.
PAYMENT
Payment for work undertaken by the consultant curator will be made in two allotments on
presentation of a full tax invoice to the Swan Guildford Historical Society. 50% will be paid
June 2009 with the final payment upon satisfactory completion of the project.
CONSULTANT SELECTION CRITERIA
The consultant will be selected based on four criteria:
1. Demonstrated experience in completing similar projects;
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2. Qualifications, experience and skills relevant to significance assessment of a heritage
collection.
3. Capacity to undertake the work in the timeframe allotted;
4. Price.
CONTACT DETAILS
Please send or fax your quote including
1. Current CV that clearly outlines qualifications and previous experience in similar
projects
2. Quote to undertake the work including estimated hours to complete scope of works
and consultant cost per hour.
Sharon O‘Reilly
City of Swan
PO Box 196
Midland WA 6936
Fax: (08) 9267 9444
Email: sharon.o‘reilly@swan.wa.gov.au
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APPENDIX 2
The Burra Charter
The Burra Charter defines the basic principles and procedures to be followed in the
conservation of heritage places. These principles and procedures can be applied to a
monument, a courthouse, a garden, a shell midden, a rock art site, a cottage, a road, a
mining or archaeological site, a whole district or region.
These are the Principles inherent in the Burra Charter:
There are places worth keeping because they enrich our lives - by helping us
understand the past; by contributing to the richness of the present environment; and
because we expect them to be of value to future generations.
The cultural significance of a place is embodied in its physical material (fabric), its
setting and its contents; in its use; in the associated documents; and in its meaning
to people through their use and associations with the place.
The cultural significance of a place, and other issues affecting its future, are best
understood by a process of collecting and analysing information before making
decisions.
Keeping accurate records about decisions and changes to the place helps in its care,
management and interpretation.
The Aims of The Burra Charter are to ensure that people involved in the conservation of
heritage places:
Understand the place and its cultural significance, including its meaning to people,
before making decisions about its future;
Involve the communities associated with the place;
Care for the culturally significant fabric and other significant attributes, taking into
account of all aspects of significance;
Care for the place's setting;
Provide an appropriate use;
Provide security for the place;
Use available expertise;
Make records of the place and changes to it, and the reasons for decisions and
actions; and
Interpret and present the place in a manner appropriate for its significance.
Burra Charter details can be downloaded at www.icomos.org/australia
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APPENDIX 3
Guidelines On The Work And Appointment Of A Curator In A Small Museum
(A paper produced by Stephen Anstey for Museums Australia WA, 1999)
Small museums include many community, local government, specialist, university and
school museums. The appointment of a paid curator to a small museum, possibly more
than any other initiative, has the potential to improve significantly professional standards
in that institution. However, while the potential rewards are great, they will only be
realised if the appropriate person is appointed. Museums Australia does not currently
have a formal policy on the employment of staff for positions in small museums.
Nevertheless, following requests for advice on this matter, some broad guidelines on the
duties of curators and the appointment of people to such positions are provided below.
A.
The Duties of a Curator in a Small Museum
Most small museums are usually only able to employ a single paid curator. As such, their
duties usually encompass the full spectrum of museum work with differing emphases
according to the nature of the museum, its priorities and the resources at its disposal.
Nevertheless, the duties below are common to most curators working in those museums
that aspire or adhere to professional management practices:
A.1
A.1.1

MUSEUM PRACTICE
Collections Management:
Collections acquisition
Documentation of the collection
Organisation of incoming and outgoing loans
Managing relevant information technology systems
Collections research
Development and supervision of a research library
Conservation and storage of the collection
Liaison with conservators in assessing collection needs
Collection security and disaster preparedness
Insurance of collection
Addressing legal issues and requirements
Development of policy for all of the above

A.1.2

Exhibition:
Display planning and design
Research and Interpretation
Artefact selection
Writing exhibition text
Display fabrication installation
Budgeting and seeking grants
Negotiating and managing travelling exhibitions
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Managing publicity
A.1.3

Public Programs and Educational Services
Understanding the principles of interpretation and museum education
Planning, developing and delivering successful public programs including
education programs for schools and community groups
Keeping abreast of school curriculum changes and liaising with educational
institutions
Evaluating the success of such programs
Supervising practicums and work placements

A.1.4

Marketing and Public Relations
Forging close links with the community
Marketing the Museum, its programmes and special projects
Utilising information technology and the print and electronic media for promotion
purposes
Initiating and delivering public addresses
Networking with individuals and organisations
Facilitating public access and responding to public inquiries
Understanding and facilitating cross-cultural awareness

A.1.5

Management and Administration
Defining mission, setting goals and ensuring their achievement
Strategic and forward planning
Policy development for all areas above
Finance and budgeting
Addressing legal issues and requirements
Liaising with government, administering bodies, other museums, organisations
and individuals
Project management
Establishment and management of a volunteer program
Establishment and working with a Friends organisation
Working with consultants
Organising insurance
Attending to correspondence and ‗front of house‘ duties
Purchasing supplies and equipment
Conducting or organising routine maintenance of buildings and equipment
Enacting occupational health and safety policies and procedures
Enacting equal opportunity policies
Working within Museums Australia ethical guidelines and facilitating and
disseminating the policies of the Association (eg Previous Possessions,
New Obligations)
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A.1.6

Professional Development
Keep abreast of professional developments and policies via information
technology and professional literature
Attend training courses, professional seminars and conferences
Actively participate in professional associations
Liaise with other museums and museum professionals
Facilitate the professional development of voluntary staff
Keep abreast of professional developments and policies in related areas such as
heritage issues

A.2

KNOWLEDGE OF DISCIPLINE OR SPECIALTY
Building an authoritative personal knowledge of the museum‘s
discipline/specialty area
Researching, and interpreting the museum‘s discipline/specialty area
Writing publications and disseminating knowledge about the discipline/specialty.
Keeping abreast of knowledge and developments in the discipline/specialty
Establishing, maintaining and providing public access to an archive and research
library on the discipline/specialty area

A.3

UNDERSTANDING OF THE MUSEUM AS AN INSTITUTION AND THE INTERFACE
WITH OTHER DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONAL AREAS
Understand the roles and functions of a museum and the cultural theory that
underlies the work of museums
Understand the relationship between museums and other institutions of cultural
heritage and bodies of knowledge
Develop a working knowledge of important related disciplines and professional
areas including the management of heritage buildings and sites, natural sites,
archive practice, library practice, local government operations and others

B.

The Appointment of a Paid Museum Curator

B.1
Who should be appointed?
The type of person appointed will be dictated to some degree by the nature of the
museum and the task at hand. Similarly, factors such as personality and ability will
obviously be important. However, as can be seen from the above, the responsibilities of
an average community museum curator are considerable and are extremely diverse.
Therefore, in addition it is essential that such a person possess suitable qualifications,
experience and other important qualities such as the ability to work with the community.
B.2
Suitable qualifications
A paid curator should possess tertiary qualifications relevant to the above duties.
An excellent orientation to museum practice is often provided through short courses
offered by agencies such as State Museums or Museum advisory services. The WA
Museum through their annual ‗Curator‘s Course‘ is a good example of this. However,
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these and seminars and workshops conducted by the Association and others are only
introductory in nature and do not provide the necessary level or amount of training for a
participant to professionally manage a museum. Apart from exceptional cases where a
person has received considerable training and experience ‗on the job‘ in a reputable
museum from paid professionals, tertiary qualifications in this area are essential. This
should consist of at least a bachelors or higher degree in a discipline relevant to the type
of museum, for example a history degree for a history museum or a natural science
degree for a museum with a natural science emphasis. In addition, the person should
have a formal qualification in museum curatorship. Given the skilled nature and diversity
of tasks that have to be performed single-handedly in small museums, together with the
fragility and value of collections being managed, in most cases this is absolutely
essential. Similarly, there is not usually the time, support or qualified personnel to
provide the appropriate ‗on the job‘ training as there might be in a larger institution. In
most small museums a newly appointed lone curator will need to ‗hit the ground running‘.
For those where the management of a museum and its collections is the main task,
perhaps the most appropriate post graduate qualification likely to provide the necessary
training for the diversity of tasks involved is a postgraduate diploma in museum studies
(sometimes termed ‗material culture‘) or a similar qualification such as Cultural Heritage
providing it includes a substantial museum /collections management component. Such
courses usually provide good grounding in most of the areas outlined above. However, it
is important that the qualification reflects an appropriate balance between the necessary
practical dimensions to managing a museum/ collection and the important philosophical
and theoretical considerations that underpin the work of museums.
Should the emphasis of the job vary from solely the management of the museum and its
collections, then other qualifications in place of or in addition to this may be more
appropriate. For example, where there is a heavy emphasis on education programmes
an additional teaching qualification would be an advantage, or essential in the case of an
education officer. Similarly, if the position was one that involved predominantly the
management of archival material or possibly an art collection then one might look to
employ someone with qualifications in these respective areas. In addition, positions such
as those of some municipal heritage officers deal with the broader heritage field
including the built environment, natural and historical sites and museums. For such
positions qualifications in some of these specialties or in cultural heritage management
would be appropriate, again depending on the emphasis of the job. However, even with
responsibilities in related areas, if museum work is the major responsibility then the
qualifications should reflect this.
B.3
Experience
In addition to the appropriate qualifications, experience is most important. This should
be directly in the museum area, gained from a reputable professionally staffed museum
and preferably aligned to the type and size of museum in which the curator will be
working. Nevertheless, the principles of museum practice in small museums are
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somewhat universal and experience gained working in one type of museum is often
applicable to others. Experience in related fields would also be an advantage. However,
many of the comments above relating to qualifications according to the emphasis of the
job are relevant when considering a candidate‘s experience.
B.4
Other Considerations
It is often thought that in the case of a community or specialist museum a good
knowledge of the local history or the museum‘s specialty area should be the predominant
criteria for the selection of a paid curator. While this is most important, it should not be
the prime criteria except perhaps in more specialist museums performing an academic or
pure research role (eg some university museums). Directly relevant qualifications and
experience, possibly in that order, are ultimately more important. A good candidate
through their tertiary education should possess the skills necessary to readily research
and learn the local history of an area or of a particular specialty. Furthermore, much of
this information will exist within the institution or community and can be acquired with
time.
Similarly, there is often a perception that a paid curatorial position in a museum
representing a particular profession or economic activity should be filled by a practitioner
in that field or profession. Again, while such a background would be a distinct advantage,
it is the qualifications and experience in museum and collections management that are
more important. Someone who had both would of course be ideal.
For a museum to be successful it must work closely within the community or institution it
serves. Similarly, for the museum to function efficiently the curator will need to work
closely with volunteers, donors and members of the wider community. Therefore, it is
essential that a curator has the ability to work with people and the community at large.
B.5
Who should select a curator in a small museum?
Curators in small museums often find themselves as the sole museum professional
within a community or organisation. Similarly, the appointment of paid professional
curators is a comparatively recent trend and so institutions sometimes have little
experience at employing such people. Therefore it is understandable that selection
panels are often drawn from within a community or organisation with little understanding
or experience of the work of a small museum curator. Similarly, there is sometimes little
recognition of the position‘s professional status and the importance of appropriate
qualifications and experience. It is appropriate for the employing body to have control
over the selection process and for selection committees to include suitable
representatives of that body (eg a human relations officer or a line manager). However, it
is also essential that appropriate outside expertise be integrally involved with the
appointment. Such person(s) should be suitably qualified and experienced with an
intimate understanding of small museum curatorship. Personnel from the museum
advisory services that exist in most states or representative(s) nominated by the State
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branch of Museums Australia are examples of the types of people who should be invited
to join selection panels.
B.6
Remuneration
Museum curatorship is a profession in its own right. It is highly skilled, intellectual in
nature, responsible and challenging and as such should be appropriately recognised by a
professional level of pay. The calibre of person outlined in this document is high. They
have completed tertiary study, are very experienced and have the flexibility and skill to
perform a large number of diverse tasks. Their remuneration should reflect these
qualifications and level of experience and be equal to that of others working within the
museum‘s profession or comparable professions. The local branch of Museums Australia
can be approached for up to date suggestions on relevant levels of pay.
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